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Krill of the California Current play a crucial role in the transfer of primary production up to many commercially important higher trophic levels. Understanding the short time scale (weeks to seasonal) and long time scale (decadal) variability in abundance, condition, and spatial patterns that results from changes in ocean conditions is critical if we hope to manage the fishery of any higher trophic levels from more than a single species approach. I have coupled a suite of models in an attempt to understand the impacts of changing ocean conditions on this important prey item. The coastal ocean was simulated with a commonly used oceanographic model (Regional Ocean Modeling System) coupled with an ecosystem model (Nutrient, Phytoplankton, Zooplankton, Detritus). The coastal ocean was simulated from Newport, OR to Point Conception, CA over an 18-year period (1991 – 2008). These model results were used to force a 3-dimensional individual based model (IBM) that was parameterized to represent the krill species *Euphausia pacifica*. Biological processes of the IBM (growth, life-stage progression, mortality, reproduction, vertical migration) were compared to laboratory data and field data under varying food and temperature conditions to understand how well the model can reproduced known biological rates and processes. The model performs well at simulating growth, life stage progression, and reproduction, as these are the areas from which there is an abundance of data from which to parameterize the model. Results from simulations of larval and adult populations indicated the greatest amount growth in both larval and adult populations was over the six-month period from April through October. Mortality was greatest for larvae during the winter (when food resources are typically lowest), but mortality was greatest for adults during summer due to offshore transport of individuals to regions of warmer surface waters and reduced food concentration. Condition of individuals and mortality of individuals correlated positively with the more productive phase of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation and the North Pacific Decadal Oscillation, providing evidence the impact of ocean basin scale atmospheric conditions on krill. The impacts of atmospheric forcing on *E. pacifica* are important factors that
control the distribution, abundance and productivity of this important prey item for many commercially important fisheries of the West Coast of the United States.
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Introduction

The most productive regions of the world’s oceans are the coastal upwelling zones located off the coast of Peru, California, South Africa, and Spain. Despite occupying less than 1% of the surface of the ocean, these regions account for upwards of 20% of global fisheries. Their importance to humans as a food resource makes our understanding of the ecosystem processes that underlie those fisheries critical and there has been a substantial amount of research on coastal upwelling zones. The link between the underlying physical oceanographic conditions to higher trophic levels was evident from early on in our study of coastal upwelling zones and resulting in the establishment of one of the world’s longest run oceanographic projects. The California Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Investigation (CalCOFI) program began in the 1940’s to understand the driving factors behind the drastic reduction in sardine catch in California over the course of that decade. The CalCOFI program showed great foresight by examining both the physical and biological conditions of the California Current ecosystem and laid the groundwork for our understanding of this coastal upwelling region.

Just as initial research forays into our coastal ocean resources were driven by our commercial interests in fishery resources, much of our current research is also focused on maintaining those same resources and managing them in the most effective way possible. California commercial fish landings represent an important revenue and job source for California with over 350 million pounds of commercial marine harvest during 2009, worth over 150 million dollars (http://www.dfg.ca.gov/marine/landings09.asp). In the effort to manage our coastal resources using best practices, there has been a concerted effort, mandated by the Sustainable Fisheries Act, to move from a single species management approach to a more ecosystem based approach. This is particularly important to implement in upwelling regions where bottom up forces are so important to overall productivity. Effective implementation of ecosystem based fishery management will need to consider the known variability in atmosphere and ocean dynamics on a seasonal and multi year time scale and the impacts of that variability on key intermediate prey species.

The work that has been conducted as part of this thesis fills a gap in our knowledge about an important prey item in the coastal upwelling region. The variability in the krill species *Euphausia pacifica*, and other large primary consumers, has been observed to lead to collapses in higher trophic levels, yet we know little about what drives interannual variability in krill. These organisms occupy the “middle zone” in terms of their life history and their ability to respond to important upwelling cues. They have longer life spans than short lived phytoplankton and small zooplankton that can quickly respond to favorable conditions, and whose abundance is controlled by temporally recent events. Krill have much shorter life spans than many commercial fishes whose population abundances might be more controlled by annual recruitment that was influenced
by past environmental conditions much more than by current upwelling conditions. Krill are driven by variations in conditions that have occurred in the past, influencing cohort strength, and present conditions that impact growth and abundance. Because they are the primary link between primary production and many higher trophic levels in the California Current, understanding their response to environmental forcing will guide ecosystem-level understanding for managing our fisheries.

The thesis is centered around the impact of climate variability on biological productivity in the California Current. Natural climate variability occurs on many different time scales (daily, seasonal, Interannual, decadal) and we are introducing long-time scale climate variability in the form of anthropogenic climate change. Understanding the sequence of climactic events that can lead to high and low productivity of *Euphausia pacifica* will allow us to better estimate future prey availability for higher trophic levels. Chapter 1 delves into the future of biological productivity under a warming climate. I have pulled together research on the various impacts of increased atmospheric carbon dioxide on primary producers and biological productivity more generally. In some cases the impacts are fairly straightforward and past research gives us a clear indication of how the ecosystem will respond (increased hypoxic events), and in other cases there is still quite a bit of uncertainty (changes in upwelling strength). Chapter 2 outlines the development of an individual based model of the krill species *Euphausia pacifica*. Models such as this will hopefully serve as numerical laboratories in which we will ultimately be able to examine some of the uncertainty regarding climate change and the way it will impact an important prey species of the California Current. Chapter 3 employs the individual based model that has been coupled with physical oceanographic conditions to examine a few critical months of anomalous conditions during the winter and spring of 2005 that impacted higher trophic level productivity and fisheries through the end of the decade. Finally, chapter 4 examines known trends in climate variability, from seasonal to decadal, and their impact on the population biology of *Euphausia pacifica*. Short of understanding the impacts of anthropogenic climate change on this critical species, understanding how they respond to long time scale events, will give us insight into the potential changes we might expect due to anthropogenic climate change.
Chapter One

Climate Change Impacts on the Productivity of California’s Coastal Ocean

Introduction

Climate Change and the Ocean. California’s history and culture are intertwined with the Pacific Ocean. The ocean was an important food resource to native coastal Californians, a gateway to settlement in the 1800’s, and it continues to be an entryway for global goods and services and an important commercial and recreational resource today. The 2011 population of California is greater than 37 million people. With the majority of the population living in counties that border the ocean, there is much pressure being exerted on our ocean ecosystems by coastal development (i.e. land use, water use, water quality) and by heavy use of our coastal resources (both recreational and commercial). These stresses in addition to global climate change due to increased levels of carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) in the atmosphere will likely have large impacts on our coastal resources.

As almost all of the anthropogenic CO$_2$ released is emitted into the air, climate change is often thought of as an atmospheric issue. Yet, the ocean plays an equal role to the atmosphere in the global carbon cycle and the planet’s temperature regulation, exchanging CO$_2$ and heat with the atmosphere based on local gradients between the atmosphere and ocean. While the two systems (atmosphere and ocean) are similar in many respects, the relatively slow circulation of the ocean, compared to the atmosphere, and the higher heat capacity (amount of energy required to change the temperature of a substance) of the ocean will cause the effects of increased atmospheric CO$_2$ to be felt for hundreds to thousands of years after we have stopped emitting anthropogenic CO$_2$.

Oceanic impacts of climate change will vary regionally around the globe, but there are some general trends that should hold true for most regions. Sea surface temperatures will increase as the atmosphere warms. Ocean chemistry will become more acidic (lower pH) and carbonate will become under saturated in the surface ocean as CO$_2$ diffuses into the ocean and reacts with water. Increases in sea level are expected as water warms and expands and as land glaciers melt. These processes will affect all aspects of the coastal ocean including the physics (currents, temperature, density), chemistry (salinity, pH), biology (overall productivity, species traits and performances), and coastal geology (sedimentation) of the region. This chapter is focused on the impacts of climate change on the biology of California’s immensely productive coastal ocean. There is no discussion of the impacts of rising sea level, changes in freshwater flow from rivers, or changes in sediment loads from rivers as the emphasis is on pelagic ecosystems over the continental shelf and further offshore. These ecosystems are where the majority of primary productivity in California’s coastal ocean occurs, which provides a substantial base for a productive food web. Climate driven change to these regions should concern all
who use and rely upon California’s coastal ocean as a recreational and commercial resource.

**Coastal Upwelling Regions.** The California Current System (CCS) is one of four major coastal upwelling regions in the world’s oceans. The cold nutrient-rich water that characterizes upwelling regions is a result of global and local wind patterns, making them among the most productive in the world’s oceans, contributing to over 20% of the global commercial fish catch. Within California, there are over 100 commercial fisheries that account for annual revenues over 100 million dollars (Pacific Fisheries Information Network - Report #308) and large numbers of coastal jobs. As such, it is of great interest to understand how climate change will impact these important coastal resources.

In most of the world’s oceans, primary productivity in surface waters is limited by a lack of nutrients required for photosynthesis and plant growth. Upwelling regions, including the California coastal pelagic ecosystem, support large amounts of biomass (i.e. are more productive) due to the upwelling of cold nutrient-rich water from depth. The upwelling process is driven by winds that force surface water offshore, resulting in nutrient-rich water being drawn up from depth to replace it. The upwelled nutrients are quickly used by small plant species (phytoplankton), which create “blooms” of phytoplankton in surface waters. The phytoplankton are fed on by small zooplankton (copepods, euphausiids) and small fish (anchovy and herring), which are in turn fed upon by many commercially important species (hake, salmon, rockfish, sablefish, squid). Without the wind-driven upwelling of nutrients, the base of the food chain (phytoplankton) would not be nearly as abundant and productive and the resulting higher trophic level productivity would be greatly reduced. The nutrient driven phytoplankton blooms and the small number of trophic steps from plant to commercially important predator species are the primary reasons that the CCS is one of the most productive regions for commercial fisheries in the world.

As atmospheric forcing is an important driver of the productivity of upwelling systems (winds bringing nutrient-rich water to the surface), any changes in atmospheric conditions due climate change will affect biological productivity of coastal regions. Regional modeling studies on the CCS indicate that changes in atmospheric conditions are likely (Snyder et al. 2003) and as the following sections illustrate, these changes will affect physical attributes of the water (density structure, currents), individual organism physiology (metabolic rates and larval duration), species populations (larval dispersal, size structure, range shifts) and entire communities (changes in predator prey dynamics). Understanding how specific organisms and the entire ecosystem will respond to these changes will be critical to managing California’s coastal resources in a changing climate.

**Impacts of Climate Change**

**Changes in Coastal Wind Patterns.** Coastal wind patterns are important forcing agents in the CCS. Summertime warming of the continental land mass creates a low-pressure system over the land, while a high-pressure system generally sits over the cooler ocean. This sets up alongshore wind patterns
(from the north), which results in upwelling along the California coast. Increased surface heating due to climate change is expected to have a greater impact on the land than on the ocean, resulting in a greater atmospheric pressure differential and stronger upwelling favorable wind patterns. Wind data shows that upwelling favorable wind strength has been increasing along the coast of California (Bakun 1990) and regional modeling studies suggest that we can expect wind strength to continue to increase, along with a shift of the annual timing of peak wind strength, as atmospheric CO₂ increases (Snyder et al. 2003). As the dominant biological patterns of the CCS are a result of wind driven coastal upwelling, changes to wind patterns could have great impacts on overall ecosystem productivity.

**Increases in Upwelling Strength.** Increases in upwelling favorable winds will result in increased upwelling of nutrient rich water providing greater resources for phytoplankton growth. However, increased upwelling will also cause increases in alongshore and offshore surface currents, which remove small organisms (phytoplankton and zooplankton) from over the continental shelf. Depending on the strength of the currents this can result in greater advective losses of productivity than result from the increase in nutrients. Modeling studies of nutrient-phytoplankton-zooplankton (NPZ) dynamics in a coastal upwelling region have suggested that productivity over the continental shelf increases with wind strength up to some threshold, and then decreases beyond that threshold due to advective losses of primary productivity (Botsford et al. 2003). Other factors such as ocean bathymetry and coastline topography can also influence the offshore vs. retentive nature of surface currents leaving the net impacts of increased wind strength on shelf productivity unclear.

Stronger wind-driven upwelling conditions may also increase the frequency of hypoxia in California’s coastal ocean. Hypoxic conditions occur normally within the CCS in the oxygen minimum zone (OMZ) due to oxygen consumption by bacterial breakdown of sinking organic matter from the productive shelf region. The OMZ is typically located offshore of the continental shelf at depths of 200 to 1000 meters and is defined by water with oxygen levels below 0.5 ml l⁻¹. There is spatial variability in the depth and thickness of the OMZ with latitude (Helly & Levin, 2004) and temporal variability has been associated with changing atmospheric conditions such as El Nino events.

Incidents of hypoxia at locations inshore and shallower than the normal OMZ have become increasingly common off the Oregon coast since 2000 (Grantham 2004, Chan 2008) and a shoaling of the hypoxic boundary (by up to 90 meters) has been observed over the time period 1984-2006 off Southern California (Bograd et al. 2008). During exceptionally strong upwelling, onshore currents at depth draw the oxygen-depleted water of the OMZ further up onto the shelf than normal. Potentially compounding the lack of oxygen are resultant phytoplankton blooms from the stronger upwelling. If zooplankton species (i.e. primary consumers) are not present in sufficient numbers to graze down the bloom, much of the resultant phytoplankton will sink and be decomposed by bacteria, further depleting bottom waters of oxygen. Hypoxic conditions in 2002 on the Oregon continental shelf resulted in high mortality of commercially fished
crab species and other benthic dwellers, and extensive habitat change of pelagic fish (Grantham et al. 2004). In the strong upwelling regions off Africa’s west coast, hypoxic conditions are common and it has been suggested that native clupeid fish (herring, sardine) are helpful in decreasing the “overabundance” of phytoplankton during intense upwelling (Bakun & Weeks 2004). These fish are highly mobile (not affected by strong currents) and efficient grazers, which keep the phytoplankton in the marine food chain, reducing oxygen depleting bacterial decomposition of sinking phytoplankton.

It is expected that climate driven increases in wind strength will intensify the frequency and magnitude of hypoxic and anoxic events over the continental shelf. As hypoxic events can have dramatic impacts on pelagic and benthic fisheries, increases in low oxygen conditions highlight the importance of managing fisheries from an ecosystem perspective. The potential for a native commercial fish (clupeids) to decrease the intensity or frequency of these events is even further argument for an integrated ecosystem approach to managing these regions.

Changes in the timing of upwelling. Changes in ecosystem primary productivity resulting from increased upwelling strength will likely be an important bottom-up control on overall abundance of higher trophic levels. Primary consumers (copepods, krill, small fish) and higher trophic levels have evolved life history strategies that take advantage of the prevailing patterns of primary productivity (i.e. timing of peaks). There is always some variability in those patterns from year to year and Cushing (1974, 1990) has shown how variability in the timing of peak prey productivity can impact higher trophic level biomass in the North Atlantic. Thus, the amount of “match-mismatch” between trophic levels is an important source of variability in the transfer of energy to higher trophic levels. With increasing atmospheric CO2, regional climate models predict that peak periods of coastal upwelling off California may be delayed by up to a few months, due to climate change (Snyder et al. 2003). A permanent delay in the peak periods of upwelling of this magnitude has the potential to interrupt the dominant trophic pathways (i.e. creating a permanent mismatch among current trophic pathways). These changes may result in unconsumed primary productivity (which can impact hypoxia, see above), reduce the energy transfer to higher trophic levels, and redistribute the dominant species in the ecosystem food web. In the CCS in 2005, anomalous atmospheric conditions delayed the onset of spring upwelling by over a month and the impacts were observed throughout all levels of the food web (see “Warm Ocean Conditions in the California Current in Spring/Summer 2005: Causes and Consequences”, Special Issue of Geophysical Research Letters, Vol 33, No. 22, 2006). At the highest trophic level, the Farallon Island breeding population of Cassin’s Auklets experienced total reproductive failure in spring 2005, likely because of a mismatch with common prey resources (Sydeman et al. 2006). These poor ocean conditions also contributed to historically low salmon returns on the Sacramento River in 2007 and 2008 (Lindley et al. 2009) resulting in the closure of the commercial salmon fishery for multiple years. Anomalous years, such as 2005, offer insight into potential future conditions of the CCS under a warmer climate if the onset of
upwelling conditions shifts to later in the year as regional atmospheric models predict.

**Increased Sea Surface Temperature.** One of the most direct impacts of a warmer atmosphere will be a warmer ocean due to the transfer of heat at the air-sea interface. Trends of increased sea surface temperatures up to 1°C have been observed in the CCS over the past 50 years (McGowan et al. 1998, Bograd & Lynn 2003). The observed temperature increase corresponds with the warm phase of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO, warm phase from 1978-1999), but is also likely due to warmer atmospheric temperatures from climate change over these same years. This period of warmer coastal ocean conditions can provide insight into the impacts of a warmer sea surface temperature on the biological productivity of the CCS.

**Increasing stratification of water column.** Water temperature is the primary factor in determining seawater density and the density structure of the water column play’s an important role in ecosystem productivity. When a vertical column of water is one constant density from top to bottom, there are no barriers to vertical mixing and nutrients (and anything else in the water) can freely mix up or down in the water column. The amount of energy required to mix the water depends on the strength of the temperature driven density gradient (the thermocline). The thermocline acts as a physical barrier to mixing between deep and surface waters. Warming of the oceans surface waters due to climate change creates a greater barrier to upwelling of nutrients via a stronger thermocline. This can ultimately result in reduced primary productivity at the base of the food web. Increases in coastal stratification have been observed in the CCS since the 1950’s, corresponding to a period of reduction in zooplankton biomass by 80% (Roemmich & McGowan 1995, Palacios et al. 2004).

**Range shifts in organisms.** Warming surface temperatures will also likely impact distributions of species. Those organisms that can move freely in the ocean will likely move to regions of the ocean where the physical conditions are within their desired tolerances. Those that can not move freely will likely experience reduced productivity under more stressful environmental conditions, and invasive sub-tropical and tropical species who may be able to tolerate warmer temperatures will likely increase in numbers (Stachowicz et al. 2002). During previous El Niño events off California, pelagic tropical species were observed well north of their normal ranges and suites of zooplankton species switched from a cold-water northern group to a warmer-water sub-tropical group off of Oregon (Peterson et al. 2002). Movements of organisms will change trophic interactions and energy pathways by interrupting traditional predator-prey relationships and introducing new competitive interactions. These types of temperature driven changes in species abundance, especially to key species in the food web, have been observed to cause total restructuring of food webs and energy pathways (Sanford 1999). The end results to changes in food web dynamics are difficult to anticipate as the changes are based on how each individual organism (among potentially hundreds of organisms) will respond to warming temperatures and how those changes will impact others.
Changes in organism physiology. The effect of temperature change on metabolic rates will also impact marine organisms of the CCS. Temperature controls the rates at which enzymatic activity occurs (warmer temperatures result in faster enzyme activity) at the cellular level and thus impacts the whole organism metabolic rate. A warmer ocean environment will result in higher organism respiration rates and metabolic demands, leaving less consumed energy available for growth and a resulting smaller overall body size (Gillooly et al. 2001). Development rates (from larvae to adult) are also sped up under warmer temperatures and many laboratory studies have shown more rapid larval development of marine species under warmer conditions (Gillooly et al. 2002). Recent work (O’Connor et al. 2007) has highlighted the commonality of decreased body size and increased developmental times under warmer temperatures among marine species from many different phyla. In the marine environment where many organisms rely on a planktonic larval stage to disperse larvae over large distances, more rapid larval development will result in reduced dispersal distances. From the general model described by O’Connor based on a suite of marine species, larval dispersal distances could decrease on average by 45% in response to a 4°C temperature increase (Duarte 2007). Dispersal of marine populations rely on other factors aside from temperature and to be accurately gauged need to be determined on a species by species basis, but a general reduction in marine larval dispersal could result in changing patterns of species abundance, species diversity, genetic diversity, and more isolated populations. These sorts of changes could have policy implications on placement of marine protected areas (MPA) and the potential for the MPA network to adapt and change as the climate warms.

Ocean Acidification. Ocean acidification due to rising atmospheric CO2 is occurring worldwide and oceanic pH has already decreased by 0.1 in the surface ocean relative to pre-industrial levels (Caldeira & Wickett 2003). pH is expected to drop by another 0.3-0.5 units in the next 50 to 100 years with the Southern Ocean experiencing the greatest change (Caldeira & Wickett 2003). Acidification occurs due to the chemical reaction between CO2 and water (H2O), which results in bicarbonate (HCO3⁻) and a hydrogen ion (H⁺). The released hydrogen ion decreases ocean pH, thus making the ocean more acidic.

Undersaturation of calcium carbonate. The expected biological impact of ocean acidification will be on those organisms that incorporate calcium carbonate (CaCO3) into their external body structures. CaCO3 is normally in abundance (supersaturated) in the upper ocean and thus readily available to those organisms which need it for growth (most notably mollusks, arthropods, echinoderms). Increased hydrogen ions in the ocean bond with free carbonate ions (CO3²⁻), reducing the number of carbonate ions available to form CaCO3. As pH decreases, calcium carbonate will become undersaturated in the ocean, making biological secretion of CaCO3 structures more difficult and potentially causing dissolution of existing CaCO3 structures. Experimental work exposing pteropod shells to water undersaturated in calcium carbonate resulted in corrosion of the shell surface in only 48 hours (Orr et al. 2005).
Recreational and commercially important species in California waters that could be directly impacted by ocean acidification include oysters, urchins, mussels, crab, and abalone. Research on urchins (Miles et al. 2007) and shellfish (Gazeau et al. 2007) highlight the detrimental impacts increased CO₂ can have on these types of organisms. Effects on higher trophic levels could result from impacts to the many species that function as part of the ecosystem food web. Experimental work on copepods, an important primary consumer, showed no impacts on adult growth, but hatching success was reduced below 5% (Mayor et al. 2007). Coccolithophores, a plentiful and important calcareous primary producer, showed little change to the presence of increased CO₂ (Cubillos et al. 2007, Langer et al. 2006), while the cyanobacteria Trichodesmium exhibited increased growth and nitrogen fixation (Levitan et al. 2007). While laboratory studies using manipulated pH conditions (and in some studies, extreme pH levels) do not always translate to larger more complex ecosystems, the results of these studies are able to give us a rough understanding of the potential impacts of ocean acidification.

Implications for Policy and Management

This chapter has outlined the ways that global climate change is expected to impact California’s coastal pelagic ocean. While there is uncertainty in the expected biological impacts, California’s coastal ocean has already begun to respond to climate change, experiencing warmer surface waters, greater upwelling favorable winds, and increasing ocean acidification. Resource managers and marine policy makers can not wait for a greater understanding of the overall impacts to act, but need to begin to explore mitigation and adaptation strategies now. Acting now to manage coastal resources for climate change will require a more rapid implementation of “ecosystem based fishery management (EBFM) principals, an emphasis to increase the amount of research on the impacts of climate change on coastal resources, and the flexibility to incorporate new findings into our management strategies.

Traditionally, fisheries management in the United States has been practiced using methods that ignore ecosystem variability, such as single species modeling, and focus on species-scale variability. These techniques are valuable, but are insufficient by themselves in light of the potential ecosystem wide changes that will result from climate change. Ecosystem-scale assessments must also be incorporated into fisheries management to make sense of system variability and the large-scale impacts of climate change. The framework for EBFM was laid out by the Ecosystem Principles Advisory Panel (1999) in response to the Sustainable Fisheries Act (SFA) of 1996, which calls for fisheries to be managed while taking the biological complexities and the overall health of the ecosystem into account. EBFM is a move away from single-species fisheries models to a more holistic view of the ecosystem that may incorporate prey species population dynamics, habitat conditions, and environmental variation into account. Where data on these parameters is not available or uncertain (i.e. climate change), the SFA urges error on the side of caution. Implementing of
EBFM is an ongoing process in California and will be essential to managing fisheries in response to climate change. The primary hindrance to effective implementation of EBFM is the uncertainty regarding the basic ecosystem changes that are expected (Figure 1.1). Research to clarify the impacts of climate change on biological productivity of the coastal ocean is needed in the following areas:

a. **Ocean Ecosystem Response:** Significant work has been accomplished towards understanding the impacts of climate change on the global atmosphere using large-scale climate models. As California’s coastal ocean is primarily atmospheric driven, emphasis is also needed in applying these warmer atmospheric conditions to California’s upwelling system. Ocean models forced by an atmosphere containing increased CO$_2$ concentrations will enable a better understanding of the oceanographic conditions necessary (currents, nutrients, temperature, pH, oxygen) to predict lower trophic level biological responses (phytoplankton and zooplankton productivity) using knowledge of ecosystems and individual species. It should be noted that many of these models do not take pH or temperature into consideration, but they can provide a first approximation of the impacts of climate change on primary producers and consumers.

b. **Species Specific Response:** There are many commercially important species in California’s coastal ocean and each species will have a unique biological response to climate change. For example, species that have calcareous exoskeletons or shells may be more susceptible to changing ocean pH levels (increased mortality), while pelagic fish may be impacted by increasing temperature (range shifts, changes in physiology). Research on the dominant species responses (physiology, range and phenology shifts, population biology, etc.) to changing ocean conditions needs to be a priority if we are to effectively manage these populations and the pelagic ecosystem with climate change considerations.

c. **Food Web Response:** Perhaps the biggest void in our understanding of how climate change may impact coastal ecosystems, relates to how food web dynamics will change in response to a warmer climate and more acidic ocean. A greater understanding of changing species interactions (competition and predator-prey dynamics) based on changing abundances and spatial ranges are critical to understanding the flow of trophic energy to the highest levels. Putting together the species-specific research on the major components of the coastal food web will be an important step in understanding the impacts of climate change on California’s coastal ocean.

Finally, managers of marine resources will need to maintain flexibility in management plans to incorporate new understandings of the impacts of climate change on the coastal ocean. Marine protected areas (MPA’s) may not serve their designed purpose under a warmer ocean (decreased larval dispersal distances) or if located in regions of increased hypoxia. Fishery seasons may need to be adjusted later or earlier as shifts in the timing of

---

1 A thorough accounting of the legal history, impediments to, and successful implementation of ecosystem-based fisheries management was written by Field (2006).
reproduction or migration occur. Adaptive management of these resources will be crucial to maintaining sustainable fisheries as atmospheric CO$_2$ increases.
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Figure 1.1: Tracing the impacts of increased atmospheric carbon dioxide through the physical and biological ocean. Symbols indicate general trends in shelf productivity and are not meant to represent all species. Those symbols with a ‘p’ in front of them indicate the response of primary productivity. A (+) indicates an increase, (-) indicates a decrease, and (?) indicates unknown or conflicting changes in productivity.
Chapter 2

Development and analysis of a individual-based model of the krill species *Euphausia pacifica*, coupled with the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) oceanographic model

Introduction

The use of models to represent plankton populations in the ocean has been an ongoing effort of more than 60 years. The earliest plankton models examined phytoplankton and zooplankton populations using single equations that were driven by external parameters (e.g. nutrients, light, food sources, etc.) with no feedback upon those parameters from the model itself (Riley 1946, 1947a, 1947b). These single equation models were not formulated to represent a specific species of plankton, but were parameterized (nutrient uptake, assimilation, respiration, mortality) to represent the dominant phytoplankton and zooplankton functional groups of the region. Even with such limitations, these models were able to accurately represent observed annual patterns in phytoplankton and zooplankton and recreate the dominant features of the coastal plankton populations (spring bloom and zooplankton response).

As information on processes that control single functional groups became more understood, efforts were made to incorporate multiple functional groups into a unifying set of differential equations representing the major components of an ecosystem. Early plankton ecosystem models typically consisted of three compartments: nutrients, phytoplankton, and herbivorous zooplankton (NPZ) (Steele 1974, Steele & Henderson 1981, Franks et al. 1986). These models explored the abundance of each function group and the energy flow between functional groups and have proven to be effective at capturing a good portion of the variability in lower trophic level ecosystem dynamics. The simplicity in these models does limit the "realistic" nature of results produced, but allows exploration of various parameterizations (respiration, transfer efficiency, grazing, nutrient uptake, mortality) on the system as a whole.

In a quest to explain and model more of the variability in these ecosystems and to incorporate a better understanding of microbial processes, subsequent models split the N, P, and Z compartments into multiple groups and a detritus term (D) was incorporated into many models (Steele & Frost 1977, Pace et al. 1984, Moloney et al. 1986, Fasham et al. 1990). One such successful model that has diversified the traditional compartments of an NPZ model is the NEMURO model (North Pacific Ecosystem Model for Understanding Regional Oceanography) (Kishi et al. 2007). Nutrients modeled in NEMURO include nitrate ($\text{NO}_3^-$), silicic acid ($\text{Si(OH}_4\text{)}$), and ammonium ($\text{NH}_4^-$). Phytoplankton groups were broken up into size classes that represented small (dinoflagellates) and large (diatoms) organisms. Zooplankton were divided into small and large herbivores, with an additional predatory zooplankton compartment. Three detrital compartments were also included: dissolved organic nitrogen, particulate organic nitrogen, and particulate silica (opal). The resulting model contains eleven
compartments with over 50 defined parameters that determine the fluxes from compartment to compartment. These models of increasing complexity are often able to better represent a specific ecosystem, when compared to a simpler NPZD model, and can clarify and explain the role of important ecosystem processes that were not explored in simpler versions of the model. However, as model complexity increases the specificity of parameters and functional groups, results tend to be more specific to regional ecosystems and are less transferable to other ecosystems. All of these compartmentalized models are also operating on the population or community scale and fail to incorporate any variability that operates on the organism or individual level.

Over the past two decades there has been a growing interest in the use of individual-based models (IBM) to explore population variability in plankton. The use of an IBM to simulate an organism’s population biology allows parameters for bioenergetics (ingestion, respiration, assimilation) to vary with attributes of the individual (e.g. size, age, sex), and allows a more accurate representation of discrete events such as reproduction or mortality. If the IBM is incorporated into a 3-dimensional domain, organism movements and behaviors can be included, along with known variability in those behaviors. Early uses of IBM’s in plankton populations investigated copepod abundances and stage structure through time without including any spatial component (Batchelder & Miller 1989, Batchelder & Williams 1995). As circulation fields and spatially explicit physical conditions were incorporated into plankton IBM’s, these models began exploring how individual variability might influence population distribution (Miller et al. 1998, Batchelder et al. 2002), larval settlement and dispersal (Davidson & DeYoung 1995, Heath et al. 1998), and patchiness (Leising 2001). The choice to use an IBM instead of a compartmentalized ecosystem model provides greater clarity at the population level, with less emphasis on the plankton community as a whole. However, if the species being modeled is of critical importance within the community structure or the ecosystem (e.g. important predator or prey, ecosystem engineer), modeling a single species with an IBM may still provide critical information for the greater ecosystem.

Krill are considered to be a key trophic link in the transfer of energy from primary production to commercially important predators such as hake and salmon in the California Current (Field et al. 2006). The krill species *Euphausia pacifica* is the one of the most commonly found types of krill in the California Current and represents a large amount of the primary consumer biomass of the region. *E. pacifica* are abundant year round in the northern California region, although the majority of growth and reproduction is centered around the spring and summer when upwelling intensity is at greatest. Recent years of lower abundances of krill (including *E. pacifica*) have been hypothesized to have contributed to the collapse of certain predators of the region (Cassin’s auklet, Coho Salmon) (Sydeman et al. 2006, Lindley et al. 2009) and highlighted the need to consider the role of prey species in the management of commercially important fisheries (Field & Francis 2006).

Because *Euphausia pacifica* is of such importance to the greater food web of the California Current, there are a considerable number of field and laboratory
studies from which to draw information to parameterize modeling work on this species. Field studies using depth specific nets have clarified the traditional vertical migration patterns of adults, the lack of vertical migration in young larval stages, and the variability that exists in older larval stages (Bollens et al. 1992). Field studies have given us a better understanding of the size structure of the population and field growth rates of cohorts (Brinton 1976, Smiles & Pearcy 1971, Bollens et al. 1992, Shaw et al. 2009), as well as data upon which to ground truth our model against. Laboratory experimental work has produced a robust set of data on the bioenergetics and physiology of *E. pacifica*. There has been extensive work conducted on the timing and variability of stage development of *Euphausia pacifica* under maximum food conditions at 8° C and 12° C (Ross 1981) and at 10.5° C (Feinberg et al. 2006). Direct measurements of growth, molting, reproduction, metabolism and assimilation over a range of stages and weights provides a thorough energy budget of *E. pacifica* under a full food regime (Ross 1982a, 1982b). Experimental work on ingestion rates and food preferences also provides information on energetics under food-limited conditions (Ohman 1984). Information on reproductive parameters (brood size, inter-brood period, egg hatching success) is available from both field (Feinberg & Peterson 2003; Gómez-Gutiérrez et al. 2006, 2007) and laboratory work (Ross et al. 1982, Feinberg et al. 2007).

A synthesis of data on the development, growth, reproduction, and behavior of *Euphausia pacifica* reveal an organism with a highly variable life history. This variability is easily incorporated into the computations of an individual-based model, either through parameter variability or life-stage variability, and makes *E. pacifica* a particularly suitable subject for IBM simulations of population biology.

**Methods**

**Model Interface.** The IBM that we have used to represent the species *Euphausia pacifica* is called POPYCLE (Batchelder & Miller 1989, Batchelder et al. 2002) and can be run with physical oceanographic data modeled with the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) (Shchepetkin & McWilliams 2005, Haidvogel et al. 2008). POPYCLE interfaces with the ROMS model offline, (i.e. models are not run concurrently) by reading in snapshots of saved averaged data. Running the model offline saves computational time as multiple IBM simulations can be run without calculating ocean conditions multiple times. As ROMS data is saved only intermittently, temporal interpretation of the data is necessary and any variability that occurs below the temporal scale of the saved oceanographic data is lost. For each time step of the IBM, data on temperature, salinity, phytoplankton, u-velocity, v-current velocity, w-current velocity, and vertical diffusivity are read in from the preceding and proceeding temporal snapshots of the ROMS model. For each individual, the ocean data corresponding to the individuals location is read from the file and interpolated (using tri-linear) to that location. This occurs for both the preceding and
proceeding data and the resulting two data points are linearly interpolated to the proper time in the model.

Bioenergetics. The bioenergetics of the IBM of *Euphausia pacifica* depend on individuals’ sex, size, and life stage, and environmental conditions (temperature and food concentration).

**Growth of Non-Feeding Stages.** In the species *Euphausia pacifica*, the egg stage and first two life stages (naupliar I and II) are non-feeding and modeled developmental time is determined by temperature alone. Temperature dependent development is implemented through the physiological-time of each individual, calculated as the temperature a individual is exposed to (°C) multiplied by the time-step duration (days). The sum of a individual’s physiological-time is thus a measure of the temperature history that a individual has been exposed to. Stage progression is determined when the sum of the individual’s physiological-time exceeds a threshold, thus individuals exposed to colder water will take longer to pass on to the next stage.

Egg hatching time for *Euphausia pacifica* was implemented based on experimental work showing 50% of eggs hatching by day 1.625 at 10.5° Celsius (physiological-time = 17.06 degree days) (Feinberg et al. 2006). Naupliar stage growth of *E. pacifica* depends on yolk reserves. Physiological-time from hatch to metanaupliar stage was calculated by averaging 8° Celsius and 12° Celsius stage development data reported by Ross (1982). Total physiological-time to the first feeding stage is 38.28 degree days.

During this period of development to a feeding life-stage, respiration of eggs and naupliar stages was implemented based on stage dependent weight data from Ross (1979, Appendix II). It is expected that higher temperatures would lead to greater metabolic costs and greater weight loss rates (Gillooly et al. 2001), but experimental data of weight loss from egg to metanaupliar stage development measured at 8° C (0.2092 µg C day⁻¹) and 12° C (0.1567 µg C day⁻¹) did not bear out this expectation. I have assumed that this difference is due to measurement error and an averaged daily weight loss rate of 0.183 µg C day⁻¹ has been applied to all individuals. Development and respiration of non-feeding stages was capped at a lower limit of 6° Celsius and upper limit of 16° Celsius.

**Growth of Feeding Stages.** Growth of all stages beyond the naupliar stages is dependent upon food resources and temperature, both supplied by ROMS model output. Maximum Growth. An extensive carbon and nitrogen budget has been experimentally measured for *Euphausia pacifica* (Ross 1982a, 1982b) and data from this research has been critical in this modeling effort. This research measured ingestion, metabolism, growth, reproduction, molting, leakage and defecation and weight dependent equations were derived from the data. However, a comparison of measured ingestion and derived ingestion (the sum of the other six measured terms) revealed significant deviations from balance in the
data (Ross 1982b). For this reason, individual growth is modeled using the equation for growth measured directly by Ross (1982a) as opposed to the net result of all terms measured by Ross. As the growth equation was derived under food unlimited conditions the result represents maximum growth where \( G_{\text{max}} \) = maximum growth rate (\( \mu \text{g C day}^{-1} \)) and \( W \) = organism weight (\( \mu \text{g C} \)). Equation 2.1 represents maximum growth for individuals less than 12.5 \( \mu \text{g C} \) and Equation 2.2 represents maximum growth for those greater than 12.5 \( \mu \text{g C} \).

\[
G_{\text{max}} = -0.315 + (W \times 0.198) \quad \text{(Eq. 2.1)}
\]

\[
G_{\text{max}} = 0.216 \times H^{0.617} \quad \text{(Eq. 2.2)}
\]

Scaling Maximum Growth by Food Resources and Temperature. To implement food dependence on growth, weight gain is scaled based on a relationship between the ingestion rate, critical concentration, and the food threshold at which no growth occurs. Ingestion rate is measured using an experimentally derived equation (Equation 2.3) measured under varying food concentrations (Ohman 1984), where \( I \) = ingestion rate, \( a = 1.1726 \), \( T_h = \text{handling time} \) (0.141 \( \text{s cell}^{-1} \)) and \( X = \text{prey concentration} \).

\[
I = \frac{a \times X^2}{1 + (a \times T_h \times X^2)} \quad \text{(Eq. 2.3)}
\]

The critical concentration of phytoplankton (CC) is the level at which an organism is able to achieve maximal growth, is defined as 90\% of the maximum ingestion rate, and is dependent upon both organism size and temperature in our modeling study. Ross (1982a) determined critical concentration of three size groups of *Euphausia pacifica* (< 750 \( \mu \text{g C} \), 750-1650 \( \mu \text{g C} \), and > 1650 \( \mu \text{g C} \)) and at two temperatures (8° C and 12° C). Model critical concentration at 12° C is calculated based on three size classes as in Table 2.1. Temperature scaling of the critical concentration is determined using the mean \( Q_{10} \) value of the three size classes published by Ross (1982a, mean \( Q_{10} = 1.59 \)). The results generally agree with the only other published value of a critical concentration for adult *Euphausia pacifica* (Ohman 1984, CC = 290 \( \mu \text{g C} \)).

A food scale factor (FSF) is determined using Equation 2.4 by comparing the ingestion rate to the critical concentration.

\[
FSF = \frac{I}{CC} \quad \text{(Eq. 2.4)}
\]

To determine the threshold at which no growth occurs (NGT), the ratio of metabolism to ingestion (i.e. \% of ingestion energy accounted for via metabolism) was determined using equations from Ross (1982a). This ratio scales with weight as described by Equation 2.5 for individuals less than 165 \( \mu \text{g C} \) and Equation 2.6 for those greater than 165 \( \mu \text{g C} \).
\[ NGT = 0.5478 + (-0.0723 \times W) \]  \hspace{1cm} (Eq. 2.5)

\[ NGT = 0.4070 + (-0.0528 \times W) \]  \hspace{1cm} (Eq. 2.6)

Adjustment to the food scale factor is made to limit the maximum value to not exceed one, so that growth does not exceed \( G_{\text{max}} \). Food scale factor is also minimally limited to half of the no-growth threshold (Equation 2.5 & 2.6), due to the Type III shape of the ingestion curve (Ohman 1984), indicating a decreased feeding effort under food limiting conditions, reducing metabolic requirements. The food scale factor and no growth threshold are then applied to Equation 2.7 to determine the growth of the individual.

\[ Growth = \frac{G_{\text{max}}}{1 - NGT} \times (FSF - NGT) \]  \hspace{1cm} (Eq. 2.7)

To scale the growth increment by temperature a \( Q_{10} \) value of 3.62 was used (Ross 1982a).

**Stage Development**

To model the life stage structure and development of *Euphausia pacifica*, thirteen stages of development are included in the IBM. Life stages that exhibit similar behavior have been combined together (both naupliar stages, furcilia 4 and furcilia 5 stages, and juvenile and adult stages). Progression from one life stage to the next is dependent upon physiological time of development for egg and nauplius stages, and weight increase for all other stages. Weight gain beyond a life stage threshold (Table 2.2) determines progression from one stage to the next. Threshold weights were determined using midpoints between average weights of stages reported by Ross (1979, Table 19). An individual that loses weight back below a threshold weight does not regress back to the previous stage.

**Reproduction**

Reproduction is implemented based on a weight dependent empirical equation of reproductive effort (Ross 1982a) (Equation 2.8). As this equation was derived at a full food ration, scaling of the equation with food resources is done in the same way growth is scaled. Temperature scaling was done using a \( Q_{10} \) value of 3.60, which was derived from the experimental data of Ross (1982a).

\[ \text{Reproductive Weight} = 20.37 + ((10.29 \times W) \times 10^{-3}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (Eq. 2.8)

While Ross defined her equation for all organisms with a weight greater than 685 \( \mu \)g C, for these modeling efforts, reproductive weight gain is not implemented until organisms are 1500 \( \mu \)g C and is maximized when organisms reach 6000 \( \mu \)g C. These values roughly equate to reproduction beginning at an individual length
of 13 mm and achieving a maximum reproductive effort at 21 mm length, and agree with field observations from Northern California and Oregon (Dorman et al. 2005, Gómez-Guitérrez et al. 2006). If positive growth is not achieved during the feeding process, but there is reproductive weight associated with the individual, reproductive weight is absorbed back into the body to minimize weight loss.

The release of eggs is only allowed during nighttime, between 1 a.m. to 3 a.m., to ensure that individuals are in surface waters where egg release is most common. Release of eggs is dependent upon a combination of two factors: inter-brood period (IBP) and the ratio of reproductive weight to body weight (RW:BW). IBP is the amount of time between releases of eggs and is set to 10 days. Individuals will release eggs every ten days if reproductive weight is between 2.5% and 7.5% of the body weight. If reproductive weight is less than 2.5% body weight and IBM is greater than 10 days, eggs will not be released until the reproductive weight/body weight ratio is greater than 2.5, resulting in a longer IBP. If the RW:BW ratio is greater than 7.5% and the IBP is less than 10 days, eggs will be released resulting in a shorter IBP. The number of eggs released is equal to the reproductive weight divided by the average weight of an egg (2.58 µg C).

**Mortality**

Starvation mortality is implemented in the model based on weight loss below 70% of each individual’s maximum attained weight. Predation and natural mortality is implemented in the model using a uniform random number generator and user inputted stage-specific mortality values (% day⁻¹). An individual will be removed from the population if the generation of a uniform random number is less than the stage-specific mortality rate, adjusted for the time increment of the model.

**Particle Tracking**

Individuals are tracked in the model using a common 4th-order Runge-Kutta method (Butcher 2003) using u, v, and w velocities from the ROMS model. Vertical diffusivity is also incorporated into vertical displacement though a naïve random walk (Visser 1997) to avoid the accumulation of individuals in regions of low vertical diffusivity. Horizontal diffusivity is not implemented in particle tracking as it is considered much too small, when compared to horizontal velocities, to make a perceptible difference in results. Additional vertical movement is added behaviorally through diel vertical migration (DVM) of the individuals. DVM is dependent upon a suite of normalization factors that range from 0-1 and enable or disable vertical migration in the same fashion as Batchelder et al. (2002). A maximum swim speed of approximately 0.1 m s⁻¹ (Torres & Childress 1983) is reduced by factors which take into consideration size of the organism (impacting speed and probability of migration), distance from preferred light isolume, level of recent feeding (descent only), distance from surface or bottom, and if the individual is near food (ascent only).
Individuals that leave the model through an open boundary are labeled as such and are removed from the linked list of individuals that is evaluated for each time-step.

Results

Bioenergetics.

Growth of Non-Feeding Stages

Time of development from egg to metanauplius stage is 4.8 and 3.2 days at 8° and 12° C, respectively. Initial metanauplius weight is 1.70 µg C and 1.99 µg C at 8° C and 12° C respectively (Figure 2.1). There isn't any comparative experimental data on developmental rates from egg to metanauplius stage at a single temperature to compare our results with, but resultant metanauplius weights compare favorably to experimentally measured weights of 1.58 µg C and 2.08 µg C at 8° and 12° C, respectively.

Growth of Feeding Stages.

Growth depends on temperature and food resources. Critical concentration increases from a minimum value of 1.58 µg chlorophyll a at 6° C to 2.75 µg chlorophyll a at 18° C for an organism less than 500 µg C. Maximum critical concentration is 4.74 µg at 6° C and 8.24 µg at 18° C for organisms greater than 2000 µg C.

Minimum food resources to achieve growth (Figure 2.3) ranged from a minimum value of 0.69 µg chlorophyll a at 6° C to 0.89 µg chlorophyll a at 18° C for an organism less than 500 µg C. Minimum food resources to achieve growth is 1.00 µg at 6° C and 1.05 µg at 18° C for organisms greater than 2000 µg C. Modeled growth results were simulated using maximum food conditions and constant temperatures to be comparable with laboratory studies that were conducted under similar conditions. Developmental time from egg to juvenile stage was modeled slightly faster than experimental data, by 0.9 days at 8° C, by 7 days at 10.5° C, and by 1.1 days at 12° C (Figure 2.4).

Reproduction

Reproductive weight achieved per day under a full food ration ranges from 4 eggs per day at 6° C and 22 eggs per day at 18° C for an organism of minimal reproductive weight (Figure 2.5). An organism greater than 6000 µg C will attain 14 eggs per day and 68 eggs per day at 6° C and 18° C, respectively. Brood size of eggs ranges from a minimum of 20 eggs to a maximum of 366 eggs under a full ration of food, and interbrood period ranged from an average of 8.4 days at 6° C to 2.8 days at 18° C (Figure 2.6).

Mortality

Starvation of individuals under a body weight of 12 µg C, which is the breakpoint at which Ross' allometric equations for growth change from linear to exponential, averaged 5.68 days at 12° C (range of 7.92 days at 6° C and 4.55 days at 16° C). Starvation of furcilia larvae, weighing between 15 µg C and 100 µg C, averaged 15.60 days at 12° C (range of 33.59 days at 6° C and 9.36 days at 16° C). Adult starvation of organisms between 100 and 9000 µg C averaged
218.65 days at 12° C (range of 473.07 days at 6° C to 130.71 days at 16° C). In the model the maximum starvation time was not allowed to exceed 200 days.

**Particle Tracking**

Individual movement of the IBM using saved daily averaged ROMS data was compared to individuals that were tracked simultaneously with the ROMS model using a particle tracking package (FLOATS) that is built into the ROMS code. For the simulation, 100 individuals were seeded in the coastal domain between 37.5-40° N latitude. Both models were run for 45 days, and diel vertical migration was not implemented in the IBM. The mean individual location of the IBM on day 45 was 40.36 ± 0.35° N latitude (mean ± 95% confidence interval) by 124.71 ± 0.09° W longitude. The mean individual location of individuals within the ROMS model on day 45 was 40.72 ± 0.38° N latitude (mean ± 95% confidence interval) by 124.70 ± 0.10° W longitude (Figure 2.7).

**Discussion**

**ROMS Interface**

When working with offline data the temporal frequency with which one saves the data output could influence the IBM results if the time-scale at which the data is saved is greater than the time scale of any important physical processes in the ecosystem. In saving the data on the time-scale of one day, we smooth over any processes that occur on the scale of less than one day (e.g. diurnal heating of surface layer). Satisfactory temporal resolution also depends on the questions addressed with the model and the longevity of the species being addressed. In the case of a long lived zooplankton species such as *Euphausia pacifica*, and considering the questions that we are interested in occur on a much larger temporal scale (seasonal, annual, and inter-decadal variability) we are confident that a one-day average of the ocean conditions is sufficient to capture the ecosystem variability that is important for *E. pacifica*. Results comparing daily average oceanographic data to ocean conditions are presented in Chapter 4.

**Growth and Feeding**

Growth in the POPCYCLE model for *Euphausia pacifica* is implemented based on an equation derived from laboratory studies under controlled conditions. A comparison of model to field growth rates finds that our model is well within the range of observed values. Average adult growth rates of 0.02 and 0.03 mm d^{-1} (range from –0.07 to 0.14 mm d^{-1}) have been reported for two regions off of Oregon during the summer upwelling season with food sources ranging from approximately 2 to 8 µg chlorophyll a liter^{-1} (Shaw et al. 2009). A year round study from the same region that examined cohorts over their lifespan found a mean growth rate of 0.065 mm day^{-1} and a maximum larval growth rate of 0.095 mm day^{-1} (Smiles & Pearcy 1971). Using the conversion listed in Appendix 2.1, modeled growth rates of adults at 8° and 12° C and under food unlimited conditions were 0.038 and 0.048 mm d^{-1}, respectively. Under the same conditions, mean growth rate of the entire lifespan was 0.044 and 0.060 mm d^{-1}.  


Modeled adult growth rates are slightly higher than shipboard experiment rates measured by Shaw et al. (2009), but considering that field specimens were likely not under food unlimited conditions for the duration of the experiment, a higher modeled growth rate would be expected. The model may be underestimating the absolute maximum growth rate of an individual *E. pacifica*. Differences in the growth rates measured by Smiles & Pearcy (1971) may be due to their indirect methodology, which assumes sampling of the same population in what is a fairly advective region during upwelling periods. Regardless, our rates show similar trends among life stages (larvae growing faster than adults) and are only 7 to 32% less than their measured values.

Another potential reason for lower modeled growth rates may be because the modeled *Euphausia pacifica* individuals are feeding only on phytoplankton, while it is known that *E. pacifica* are omnivorous and can feed on smaller zooplankton (Lasker 1966). However, laboratory studies measuring the feeding rate on the copepod species *Pseudocalanus* sp. indicate that adult copepods are a sub-optimal prey item (Ohman 1984) and *E. pacifica* could persist but not grow when feeding solely on adult copepods. Thus, while zooplankton are certainly fed upon by *E. pacifica* in the coastal ocean, it is likely that they are not a significant source of energy and certainly not a preferred prey item during periods of upwelling and phytoplankton blooms. Copepod prey may play a more important role in diet during wintertime or periods of poor primary productivity as a stop-gap measure to reduce weight loss. As individuals in our model feed only on phytoplankton, we recognize that we may be underestimating growth or overestimating starvation in our model.

Stage development in the model is dependent upon weight gain beyond a weight checkpoint and progresses in a similar fashion to published results (Ross 1982, Feinberg et al. 2006). It should be noted that stage progress through calyptopis and early furcilia stages progresses more rapidly in the model than in published laboratory studies. However, there is quite a bit of variability within the stage progression of a natural population (Ross 1979; Feinberg et al. 2006) and the timing of our stage progression is well within measured variability. This type of discrepancy might impact studies that rely heavily on stage specific parameters (e.g. mortality), but the majority of the parameters in the current study are weight based and not specific to stage.

**Reproduction**

Reproduction is highly variable in both different geographic populations of *Euphausia pacifica* and for individuals within a population. Year round reproduction has been reported in the Southern California Bight region (Brinton 1976), while in colder regions (Oregon, Washington) it is more commonly accepted that seasonal reproduction occurs in sync with regional high primary productivity (Feinberg & Peterson 2003). Experimental work has shown there to be high variability in reproductive patterns (interbrood period and brood size) among individuals of the same population. Interbrood period can range from 1 day to well over a month for organisms maintained under identical conditions and
brood size also can range from just a few eggs to over 400 per brood (Feinberg et al. 2007).

Our model expresses variability in interbrood period and brood size as a function of organism size, food resources and temperature. Experimental data on the median interbrood period (4.5 days) and mean brood size (109 eggs) of *Euphausia pacifica* maintained at 10.5° C under food unlimited conditions (Feinberg et al. 2007) compares favorably with modeled results (IBP = 6.5 days, brood size = 130 eggs) derived under similar conditions (temperature, food conditions and organism size (20 mm or ~ 4400 µg C)). These results are well within the range of reported values from other studies as well (Ross 1982a, Pinchuk & Hopcroft 2006).

**Starvation**

It is understood that krill can adapt to unfavorable conditions through shrinkage in body weight. The ratio of respiration to ingestion provides us a baseline upon which to define the food concentration at which respiration costs outpace ingestion (see Methods). Food concentrations below this level will result in negative growth and the beginning of the starvation process. The point at which *Euphausia pacifica* starves has not been empirically determined. Experimental work showed negative growth in juvenile *E. pacifica* at temperatures higher than 16.5° C (under food unlimited conditions) (Marinovic & Mangel 1999), but no information is available on the impacts of a lack of food on *E. pacifica*. Starvation parameters used here are derived from laboratory studies on the Antarctic euphausiid *Euphausia superba*. Krill starvation studies on the first feeding stage of the Antarctic species *Euphausia superba* have found a 44-51% loss in body carbon over 10-14 days resulted in the organism reaching a point of no return (PNR), defined as the point at which an organism can not recover from starvation to molt to the next stage even if food conditions improve. Another study on later furcilia stages determined *E. superba* furcila IV larvae reach a PNR at 6-9 days and lose approximately 50% of their body carbon. Starvation studies on decapod zoea larvae determined that a reduction of body carbon by as little as 20% can result in half of the experimental larvae unable to recover, with an average amount of carbon loss in the 25-35% range.

We have chosen a 30% loss in body carbon to represent a starvation point for our model, as *E. pacifica*, which lives in a food rich environment, is likely less resistant to starvation than *E. superba* which is adapted to overwinter under food-limited conditions. This number is also more in line with other crustacean larvae PNR values of 20 to 35% of body carbon loss (Angers & Dawirs 1981, 1982, Dawairs 1983). The resultant starvation times of *E. pacifica* larvae are generally in line with reported time to starvation of *E. superba* larvae. Adult starvation times are likely a bit long under colder conditions, but values in the one hundred to two-hundred day range agree with reports of *E. superba* adults surviving for over two-hundred days without food (Ikeda & Dixon 1982).

Considering the lack of knowledge on the physiological response of *Euphausia pacifica* to food limited conditions, the starvation results from the model should be considered with a critical eye. However, comparison of
starvation results between different model runs does give an indication of the relative impact of primary productivity on the \textit{E. pacifica} population. Further experimental work on starvation and feeding under low levels of food would be very useful for future modeling efforts and in understanding ocean conditions that might lead to poor survival of \textit{E. pacifica} in the California Current.

\textbf{Predation and Natural Mortality}

The IBM has the ability to implement predation and natural mortality, but there is very little data from which to derive the needed stage-specific input parameters (\% mortality day\textsuperscript{-1}). The only estimate of natural mortality over all life-stages of \textit{Euphausia pacifica} that I am aware of is presented in Feinberg et al. (2006). However, it is not entirely clear that these rates would apply to a natural population as the population was reared in the laboratory and exposed to quite a bit of handling and potential stress (Feinberg, personal communication).

Predation mortality terms are even more difficult to determine considering the wide variety of organisms that prey on \textit{E. pacifica} as some component of their diet. The model formulation does not apply mortality with any spatial or temporal variability, but assumes that predation is spatially and temporally constant. In ecosystem and IBM population models, predation is often unceremoniously reduced to a closure term that “tunes” the model to accurately represent observed population abundance or size structure (Edwards & Yool 2000). These closure methods may give some idea of the role predation plays to control the populations, though only if confidence is high in the performance of all other model parameters. Predation parameters have not been tested in the model other than determining that the computer coding of the model removes the appropriate proportion of the population as specified by the parameter choice.

\textbf{Particle Tracking}

A comparison of particle tracking within the IBM and particle tracking from within the ROMS model indicates that there is good agreement in individual distribution after 45 days of simulation. Some of the differences in mean individual location at the end of the model run is likely due to the different methodology employed by the two models. The IBM, which uses saved ROMS results, does not incorporate any currents that might occur on a smaller time scale than the daily-averaged files that the IBM uses. Some of this small-scale variability (e.g. diurnal patter in wind strength) can certainly impact population distributions. Additionally, while both ROMS and the IBM use a naïve vertical walk algorithm when considering vertical advection, there is a random component to the algorithm that ensures slightly different results even if the model was re-run using the same ocean conditions. Despite these differences in methodology, the population distribution of each model is remarkably similar.

\textbf{Summary}

The IBM that has been written and analyzed for the krill species \textit{Euphausia pacifica} is an important first step in understanding the driving forces behind variability in krill population biology in the California Current. These
organisms (and other krill species) are a critical component of the California Current food web and any attempt at management of higher trophic levels from an ecosystem perspective should certainly be aware of the state of the krill community. While there is much we do know about the physiology of *E. pacifica*, there is also a considerable amount of information that is unknown that would improve the model. Most importantly, experiments on the feeding response to varying phytoplankton concentrations (including starvation conditions) on the full spectrum of life-stages would allow us to understand how extreme environmental conditions might impact present (adult) and future (larval) abundances. Using a model such as this to retroactively examine the physical conditions (atmospheric and oceanographic) that have led to anomalous abundances of krill will help us identify conditions in the California Current that may lead to future anomalous krill abundances, and to manage those organisms that are dependent upon *E. pacifica* accordingly.
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Appendix 2.1

Conversion Equations

Phytoplankton concentration from ROMS is output in units of µmol Nitrogen liter\(^{-1}\) and is converted to units of µg carbon liter\(^{-1}\) for use in the IBM, and to units of cells ml\(^{-1}\) for use in an experimentally derived ingestion equation (Ohman 1984). ROMS phytoplankton output is converted to units of µg carbon with Equation 2.9, using the Redfield ratio of carbon to nitrogen (106 : 16) and the atomic weight of carbon (~12) to calculate a ratio of 77 µg carbon : 1 µmol nitrogen.

\[
\frac{106 \, \text{µmol} \, C}{16 \, \text{µmol} \, N} \times \frac{12 \, \text{µg} \, C}{1 \, \text{µmol} \, C} \approx 77 \, \text{µg} \, C \,(\text{µmol} \, N)^{-1} \quad \text{(Eq. 2.9)}
\]

Further conversion of phytoplankton to units used in the ingestion equation (cells ml\(^{-1}\)) was based on the reported ingestion rate of 22950 cells euphausiid\(^{-1}\) hour\(^{-1}\) (90% of the maximum ingestion rate) being equal to 290 µg C l\(^{-1}\) (Ohman 1984). From this data we can determine the average carbon weight of each cell of the diatom used in the ingestion study (*Thalassiosira angstii*) (661 pg carbon cell\(^{-1}\)). Thus modeled phytoplankton (µg liter\(^{-1}\)) is converted to the prey concentration units of this equation (cells ml\(^{-1}\)) using Equation 2.10. This estimate of the phytoplankton carbon cell\(^{-1}\) is similar to values for diatoms reported by Strathmann (1967).

\[
\text{ModelPhytoplankton} \left( \frac{\text{µg} \, C}{l} \right) \times \frac{10^6 \, \text{pg} \, C}{1 \, \text{µg} \, C} \times \frac{1 \, l}{10^3 \, \text{ml}} \times \frac{1 \, \text{cell}}{661 \, \text{pg} \, C} \quad \text{(Eq. 2.10)}
\]

Phytoplankton output was further converted to chlorophyll \(a\) for comparison with observational data using the conversion of 1 µg chlorophyll \(a\) per 60 µg carbon. There is known variation in the ratio of chlorophyll \(a\) to carbon (Strickland 1965, Banse 1977) with factors such as light, nutrient concentration and temperature all influencing the ratio. The ratio of 1:60 that is used falls within commonly used values for upwelling regions.

To convert model growth rates (µg C d\(^{-1}\)) to published growth rates (mm d\(^{-1}\)) we assumed that 40% of dry weight of *Euphausia pacifica* is comprised of carbon based on published values between 38.1% and 45.1% (Lasker 1966, Ross 1982a, Iguchi & Ikeda 1999) and used the dry weight to total length relationship published by Feinberg et al. (2007).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individual Weight (µg C)</th>
<th>Critical Concentration (µg C l(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 500</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 – 2000</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{6} \times \text{Weight} + 41.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 2000</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2.1. Model critical concentration of phytoplankton at 12° C for various size classes of individuals.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developmental Stage</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>egg hatch</td>
<td>17.06</td>
<td>degree-days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>metanauplius</td>
<td>38.28</td>
<td>degree-days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calyptopis 1</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>µg C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calyptopis 2</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>µg C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calyptopis 3</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>µg C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>furcilia 1</td>
<td>11.76</td>
<td>µg C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>furcilia 2</td>
<td>17.70</td>
<td>µg C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>furcilia 3</td>
<td>32.44</td>
<td>µg C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>furcilia 4-5</td>
<td>55.77</td>
<td>µg C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>furcilia 6</td>
<td>70.56</td>
<td>µg C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>furcilia 7</td>
<td>78.02</td>
<td>µg C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>juvenile-adult</td>
<td>84.90</td>
<td>µg C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 2.2. Thresholds that individuals must progress beyond to advance to the next life-stage.*
Figure 2.1. Development time from egg to metanauplius life-stage and resultant metanauplius weight of Euphausia pacifica at temperature ranging from 1 to 20°C. Minimum and maximum metanauplius weight, and initial egg weight are shown for reference.

Figure 2.2. Critical concentration of chlorophyll a (ug l\(^{-1}\)) needed for Euphausia pacifica to achieve maximum growth rate under varying temperature (x-axis) and weight (y-axis).
Figure 2.3. Minimum concentration of chlorophyll a (µg l\(^{-1}\)) needed for Euphausia pacifica to maintain weight due to metabolism under varying temperature (x-axis) and weight (y-axis).

Figure 2.4. Developmental time to various life stages (mn=metanauplius, c#=calyptopis, f#=furcilia, juv=juvenile). Solid lines are published data and asterisks are model results, at 8° C (blue), 10.5° C (green), and 12° C (red).
Figure 2.5. Reproductive weight gained (expressed in eggs day$^{-1}$) under a full food ration under varying weight (x-axis) and temperature (y-axis).

Figure 2.6. Brood size (color axis) and interbrood period (spacing of broods on x-axis) over the course of 365 days of growth under a full food ration at varying temperature (y-axis). Starting individual size is minimum reproductive weight.
Figure 2.7. A comparison of particle tracking in ROMS (red) and the IBM POPCYCLE (blue). Initial locations (black) of individuals, mean daily location (solid triangles), and location on Day 45 (open circles).

Abstract

A decrease in krill abundance during 2005 in regions of the California Current was hypothesized to have had immediate (seabird) and long-term (salmon) negative impacts on upper trophic level predators. We use a suite of coupled models to examine the population biology and spatial and temporal distribution of the krill species *Euphausia pacifica* during the winter/spring of 2001, a “normal” year, and 2005, an “anomalous” year, to determine if this hypothesis is supported mechanistically. Ocean conditions were simulated using the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS), which forced an individual-based model parameterized to simulate the population biology of *E. pacifica*. Poleward transport during winter 2005 advected individuals north of Cape Mendocino, away from seabirds and salmon feeding in the Gulf of the Farallons region. Few of the individuals that were advected north in 2005 returned to their region of release throughout the model run time (200 days). Moreover, the “condition” of those individuals remaining within the domain was poor in 2005, with greater mortality from starvation and a decreased mean individual weight. Our results indicate that both physical processes (anomalous northern advection) and biological processes (greater starvation and less weight per individual) contributed to reduced krill availability to predators in the northern California region during 2005, and that the productivity and survival of seabirds and salmonids is dependent on krill during critical life history stages.

Introduction

Krill are important components of the California Current food web, including the most common nearshore species *Euphausia pacifica* (Brinton 1962). This group of zooplankton is an important consumer of large phytoplankton (diatom) biomass, and are fed upon by a diverse suite of higher trophic level organisms including seabirds (Ainley et al. 1996), marine mammals (Croll et al. 2005), and commercially important fishes including salmon, rockfish, and hake (Genin et al. 1988, Yamamura et al. 1998, Tanasichuk 1999). Even organisms that do not feed directly on krill in the California Current are rarely more than two trophic links removed from krill species at some point in their life history (Field et al. 2006). Due to their high connectivity and importance as a prey species to many organisms, the annual availability of krill can have an impact on the productivity and survival of many larger predators.

Krill availability (abundance and spatial distribution) is linked to variability in the timing and amplitude of upwelling (Brinton 1976; Tanasichuk 1998), and resultant primary productivity. Upper trophic level predators demonstrate phenotypic plasticity in breeding or emigration, with limits imposed by photoperiod and other factors (Reed et al. 2009). The degree of match or mismatch in any one year of prey availability and predator demands has been
hypothesized to impact predator productivity for that year (Cushing 1990). The year 2005 in the California Current was anomalous (see special section of Geophysical Research Letters 33, L22S01 – L22S11), with significantly delayed upwelling off the California & Oregon coast (Schwing et al. 2006, Kosro et al. 2006) and low chlorophyll a levels from January through May north of 37° N along the West Coast of the United States (Thomas & Brickley 2006). Delayed and reduced upwelling may have led to decreased abundance of krill during 2005, and has been hypothesized to have led to mismatches (both spatial and temporal) between krill (prey) and coastal seabird populations (low reproductive success in 2005 & 2006) (Sydeman et al. 2006) and juvenile salmon entering the ocean (reducing returning adult populations in 2008 & 2009) (Lindley et al. 2009).

We used mechanistic models to investigate how wintertime ocean conditions (currents and primary productivity) may have impacted the spatial and temporal distribution and biological condition of *Euphausia pacifica* off northern California in the spring of 2005. The year 2001 is considered as a "normal" year for comparison.

**Methods**

The coastal ocean was simulated using the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) (Shchepetkin & McWilliams 2005, Haidvogel et al. 2008), a commonly used tool that has been successfully implemented to model coastal upwelling in the California Current (Marchesiello et al. 2003, Powell et al. 2006, Di Lorenzo et al. 2008). Our ROMS model has 3 km cross-shore resolution, 6 km along-shore resolution, and 40 vertical levels. ROMS was forced with North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) atmospheric data from the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) at three-hour intervals. The forcing was parameterized using an approximation detailed by Fairall et al. (1996). Data for initial conditions and boundary conditions is from a monthly climatology from the Estimating the Circulation and the Climate of the Ocean, Phase II (ECCO2) model (Menemenlis et al. 2008). A Nutrient-Phytoplankton-Zooplankton-Detritus (NPZD) ecosystem model was incorporated into ROMS and run simultaneously. NPZD model equations and parameterization are described by Powell et al. (2006) and Fiechter et al. (2009) with the only change in parameterization being the detritus remineralization rate reduced to 0.1 d^{-1}. The ROMS/NPZD model was spun up from initial conditions for one year before the collection of data began and averaged daily values of model variables were saved for analysis. ROMS results were validated using MODIS-A (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer – Aqua satellite) data products.

*Euphausia pacifica* population biology was simulated using the individual-based model (IBM) POPCYCLE (Batchelder & Miller 1989, Batchelder et al. 2002). POPCYCLE uses output from the ROMS/NPZD model to provide physical ocean conditions and phytoplankton (food source) to the individuals. For each time step, individuals undergo growth according to parameters from Ross et al. (1982a, 1982b). Growth is scaled according to phytoplankton concentration based on an empirical equation of feeding rates of *E. pacifica* under varying food conditions (Ohman 1984). Life stage progression is determined by weight gain
based on laboratory studies of development (Ross 1981, Feinberg et al. 2006). Weight loss beyond the midpoint weight of the previous life stage results in starvation mortality. Diel vertical migration was implemented in a similar fashion to Batchelder et al. (2002) using a maximum swim speed reported by Torres and Childress (1983). Individuals younger than furcilia IV did not vertically migrate, furcilia IV-VII larvae weakly migrated, and juveniles and adults consistently migrated. Individuals were seeded over the continental shelf from the southern model boundary to Cape Mendocino (4,911 total individuals). Individuals representing furcilia III larvae (weight of 40 µg carbon) were seeded on January 5, based on the dominance of early larval stages in January 2002 samples (Dorman et al. 2005). For the results reported in this manuscript, predation mortality and reproduction were not implemented during the model runs.

Results

We contrasted along-shore currents in 2005 with those in 2001. In 2001, equatorward (poleward) currents were stronger (weaker) than in 2005 (Figure 3.1). Averaged monthly currents inshore of the continental shelf break (~ 60 km) from Point Reyes to Cape Mendocino exhibited weak equatorward (negative sign) currents during January (-0.016 m s\(^{-1}\)) and March (-0.007 m s\(^{-1}\)) of 2001, and weak poleward currents during February 2001 (0.035 m s\(^{-1}\)). Strong poleward currents were observed in January 2005 (0.131 m s\(^{-1}\)), and weak equatorward currents during February (-0.010 m s\(^{-1}\)) and March (-0.029 m s\(^{-1}\)) of 2005. Mean chlorophyll a concentration within 100 km of the coastline was low during winter of both years (Figure 3.2). Increased chlorophyll a concentration occurred later in the year during 2005, with only one upwelling event prior to year-day 150 (Figure 3.2).

Individuals released in 2005 moved much further to the north earlier in the year than in 2001 (Figure 3.3, Figure 3.4). On February 1, March 1, and April 1 of 2001, the cumulative number of individuals advected north of 40.5° N latitude (the approximate latitude of Cape Mendocino) was 34 (0.6%), 228 (4.6%), and 528 (10.8%), respectively. On February 1, March 1, and April 1 of 2005, the cumulative number of individuals advected north of 40.5° N latitude was 521 (10.6%), 527 (10.7%), and 731 (14.9%), respectively.

Mortality due to starvation occurred in both years, but was greater in 2005 than in 2001. Starvation of individuals that never progressed beyond the initial seeded stage (furcilia III) was prominent during winter of both years, with 31.9 % and 45.2 % of furcilia III larvae dying in 2001 and 2005, respectively. Starvation of furcilia IV-VII larvae, juvenile, and adult stages was more prominent during 2005, with 3.8% and 21.8% of those individuals that molted beyond the furcilia III stage dying in 2001 and 2005, respectively (Figure 3.5). Starvation of individuals advected north of 40.5° N latitude in January was high in 2001 and 2005 with 82.4% and 92.9% of individuals starving, respectively. Starvation was much lower to the north of 40.5° N latitude in February and March of 2001, with 3.6% and 10.0% of individuals starving, respectively. In this region during 2005, 100% and 31.8% of individuals starved in February and March, respectively.
Discussion

These modeling results do not attempt to explore interannual differences in the krill population biology leading up to January or differences in predation during the winter/spring that might impact our results. By limiting the variability of the initial population, we are able to highlight the impacts of the physical and environmental conditions on the population biology. There is very little wintertime information on the population biology of krill in our region of interest and no data to suggest there would be extreme differences in wintertime populations during 2001 and 2005. Additionally, primary producers and consumers in the northern California Current are generally considered to be controlled by bottom-up (physical) forces (Largier et al. 2006), thus it seems reasonable to omit predation as a variable that impacts our model results.

Differences in winter alongshore currents during the years 2001 and 2005 resulted in variation in the spatial distribution of *Euphausia pacifica* individuals. The most striking advection event during these simulations was in January 2005, when individuals were advected poleward by nearshore northward flowing currents (Figure 3.3b). This event effectively moved all individuals that were seeded below Point Sur, California, to the north of Monterey Bay and advected over 10% of the population north of Cape Mendocino. There is often poleward flow in the California Current during wintertime (Hickey 1998), but 2005 was unique in the strength and duration of the poleward advection. As the upwelling season occurs later in the year as one moves poleward in the California Current, individuals in 2005 were transported into a region of reduced southerly transport that was still months away from upwelling-driven phytoplankton blooms. Thus, these individuals experienced high starvation mortality and weak equatorward currents over the subsequent months, resulting in few of the surviving individuals returning to the south. A poleward advection event in late February of 2001 resulted in much less starvation mortality as food resources were more prevalent at this later time of the year and individuals were ultimately distributed back to the seeded model domain later in the year as persistent equatorward currents developed in the region.

Lower food resources throughout the model domain during 2005 also impacted survivorship and the biological condition of individuals. The initial cohort of individuals (seeded as furcilia III larvae) experienced high mortality within the first 40 days of the model run during both 2001 and 2005 (albeit higher in 2005). The high mortality of larvae observed near day 35 of both years (Figure 3.3) is a byproduct of seeding all individuals the same weight, but high mortality of larvae, with lower energy reserves, is to be expected during winter in the California Current when food resources are generally low and were particularly poor in 2005. Individuals that progressed to late larval (furcilia IV-VII), juvenile and adult stages experienced high starvation mortality during 2005, with individuals starving both nearshore and offshore due to the delayed onset of upwelling-driven primary productivity. During 2001, late larval, juvenile and adult stages rarely experienced starvation except in unproductive offshore regions. Through advection and starvation, fewer individuals remained in the model.
domain during 2005, and those individuals that remained had a lower mean weight due to reduced food resources.

Reduced krill availability and decrease in krill condition during 2005 likely impacted many higher trophic level predators that rely on them as a food source. Smaller prey size can impact predators in a variety of ways depending on predator foraging strategies, but in general, smaller prey size requires increased predator foraging effort to achieve comparable energy gain. Seabirds, such as Cassin's auklets (*Ptychoramphus aleuticus*) in the Gulf of the Farallons, require food resources within about 60 km of their colonies to successfully reproduce (Abraham & Sydeman 2004, 2006). Similarly, young salmon entering the ocean require abundant prey for successful first-feeding and initial survival at sea. Our model indicates that the diminished prey availability in the northern California region was due to anomalous poleward transport during winter 2005 and low survival of krill during spring 2005. The effect of these oceanographic anomalies has been long-term, with reductions in salmon populations through at least 2009, resulting in the closure of critical fisheries and causing socio-economic damage in excess of $1B. The importance of this result and understanding krill population dynamics to societal concerns, therefore, is substantial.
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Figure 3.1. January, February, and March mean surface currents during 2001 (a-c) and 2005 (d-f). Initial seeding location on year-day 5 is shown in gray (a).
Figure 3.2. Mean weekly chlorophyll a concentration within 100 km of the coastline during (a) 2001 and (b) 2005.
Figure 3.3. Individual density (# per 0.1° latitude) within 100 km of the coastline during (a) 2001 and (b) 2005. Note the northward advection of individuals in January 2005 and greater number of individuals in 2001.
Figure 3.4. Individual distribution and individual weight (color axis) on 1 February, 1 March, and 1 April during 2001 (a-c) and 2005 (d-f).
Figure 3.5. Starvation location of furcilia IV-VII, juvenile and adult Euphausia pacifica during 2001 (a) and 2005 (b). Color axis shows year-day of starvation.
Chapter 4

Seasonal and decadal trends in krill (*Euphausia pacifica*) population biology in the northern California Current.

Introduction

The upwelling ecosystem off California’s coast is one of the most productive regions of the world’s oceans (Pauly & Christensen 1994). Southerly winds along the coast of California, move surface water offshore resulting in the upwelling of cold nutrient-rich water, which provides the base of a highly productive food web. Upwelling along the coast is driven entirely by atmospheric conditions and varies on seasonal, interannual, and decadal time scales.

Seasonal variability in upwelling is driven by more intense upwelling favorable winds during the spring and summer months along the northern California coast. Intermittent upwelling favorable and downwelling favorable conditions dominate wintertime months. This seasonal cycle in forcing conditions sets up a seasonal biological response that can be evident up to the highest trophic levels. Primary producers (diatom dominated) and small zooplankton populations (e.g. copepod) can typically respond to seasonal variability in upwelling events via increases in population abundance or productivity on the order of days to weeks. Thus these organisms tend to be in synchrony with intermittent forcing events. Longer lived organisms, such as krill, can respond to these variable forcing events via eggs production and release (Brinton 1976), but are also constrained by development times to reproductive maturity that can last up to one year. Thus, these organisms are equally influenced by longer time scale variability that occurs on a yearly or decadal nature.

The productivity of the California Current is also subject to longer time-scale forcing which impacts overall productivity through changes in atmospheric forcing and through the changes in large-scale circulation patterns into and out of the coastal region. There are three dominant atmospheric regimes that occur in the North Pacific Ocean on a time-scale greater than one year and each have major consequences on the physical and biological conditions in the California Current. El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events are highly variable events that typically occur every 2-7 years and generally persist from 6 to 18 months. ENSO events impact the California Current primarily through the transport of warmer surface water northward up the west coast of North America, increasing the strength of the thermocline and reducing the amount of cold nutrient-rich water upwelled along the coast. Along with the transport of warmer water from the south comes a more southerly suite of organisms which can drastically change the community composition of both lower and higher trophic levels in the California Current (Brodeur et al. 2003, Mackas et al. 2004, Lluch-Belda et al. 2005). The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) (Mantua et al. 1997) and the North Pacifica Gyre Oscillation (NPGO) (Di Lorenzo et al. 2008) are two longer-term atmospheric/oceanic conditions that each describes a bi-polar state of the North Pacific Ocean. The PDO has a “warm/positive” phase that is characterized in the California Current by weakened upwelling and warmer sea surface temperatures,
and a “cool/negative” phase characterized by intensified upwelling and cooler sea surface temperatures in the California Current. The PDO has traditionally been viewed as shifting phases on a decadal time scale of 10 to 30 years but recently has shifted phase more rapidly on a sub-decadal scale (Peterson & Schwing 2003). The NPGO operates on a smaller spatial scale and tends to impact the northern and southern regions of the California Current differently. The NPGO, while also associated with sea surface temperature, is more closely associated with upwelling favorable winds, salinity, nutrients, and chlorophyll a levels, all variables that are indicators of upwelling of water from depth. Each of these long time scale forcings impact the region both through changing atmospheric conditions and through the increased/decreased transport of water masses, and their associated biological community, into and out of the California Current coastal region.

The California Current upwelling ecosystem is generally considered to be “bottom” forced domain (Largier et al. 2006), thus these short and long time scale variations in atmospheric conditions can have significant impacts on the ecosystem of the region. The krill species Euphausia pacifica plays an important role in the California Current ecosystem in the transfer of primary production to higher trophic levels (Field et al. 2006). E. pacifica is the most numerous euphausiid in the coastal regions of the west coast of the United States and Canada (Brinton 1976, Tanasichuk 1998, Marinovic et al. 2002, Gómez-Gutiérrez et al. 2005, Dorman et al. 2005) and has been identified as a dominant prey item for many higher trophic level predators including fishes, seabirds, and whales (Brodeur & Pearcy 1992, Reilly et al. 1992, Ainley et al. 1996, Tanasichuk 1999, Croll et al. 2005). There can be a tremendous amount of interannual variability of krill along the California coast (Santora et al. 2011), and periods of low krill productivity have been hypothesized to have major repercussions at higher trophic levels (Sydeman et al. 2006, Lindley et al. 2009).

Considering the importance of krill to many higher trophic levels in the California Current and the degree of variability that has been observed in population abundance of krill, understanding how these physical drivers (from event to inter-decadal scale) impact krill population biology is important for our fisheries management. Field sampling of E. pacifica has yielded a significant amount of knowledge about the seasonal variability in the population biology of E. pacifica. Seasonal cycles in growth rates (Bollens et al. 1992), stage structure (Dorman et al. 2005), and reproduction (Gómez-Guitérrez et al. 2007) have all been identified using field methods. The use of field samples with regards to longer time-scale variability such as the PDO or ENSO though, requires extensive temporal data sets of a minimum of over 20 years that are sampled at a minimum of 4 times per year. These types of data sets exist in only two locations on the West Coast of the United States. For over 60 years, the Southern California Region has been extensively sampled by the California Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries Investigations program (CalCOFI) (Bograd et al. 2003). The Southern California region is characteristically very different than the Northern California coast, both in terms of width of the continental shelf (wide, shallow, respectively) and in terms of the timing and magnitude of upwelling.
(consistent & weak, seasonal & strong, respectively). The other long-term sampling site on the West Coast of the United States is off Newport, Oregon (Huyer et al. 2007). While this region is similar to northern California in bathymetry and the seasonal nature of upwelling, the northern California region experiences more intense upwelling and intermittent upwelling event year round, while Oregon experiences more strict seasonal summer upwelling and is more influenced by the flow of the northern extension of the North Pacific gyre. Considering the paucity of information on the trends of zooplankton, and specifically *E. pacifica*, in the northern California region on a multi-decadal time scale, the use of models to investigate the response of these organisms to long time-scale atmospheric forcing is necessary.

We will investigate the seasonal and inter-decadal response of the population biology to both seasonal and long-term climate variability in the northern California region. The analysis of the population biology of *Euphausia pacifica* in relation to climate indicators such as the PDO and the NPGO will give insight into the role that large scale climate variability can play on lower trophic level prey in the California Current.

**Methods**

**ROMS.** The coastal ocean was simulated using the Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) (Shchepetkin & McWilliams 2005, Haidvogel et al. 2008), a free-surface hydrostatic model with a terrain-following coordinate system that solves the primitive equations of motion. ROMS has been commonly used to model the coastal ocean and upwelling ecosystems such as the California Current (Powell et al. 2006, Di Lorenzo et al. 2008). To model the northern California coastal region, we created a model domain that ranges from Newport, Oregon to Point Conception, California and extends approximately 450 km offshore. The model grid is rotated approximately 20° so that the “north/south” axis is in line with the average coastline angle and model grid resolution is approximately 3 km in the cross-shelf direction and 6 km in the alongshore direction (Figure 4.1). An ecosystem model of nutrients, phytoplankton, zooplankton, and detritus (NPZD) (Powell et al. 2006) was run concurrently with ROMS and model output was saved at daily intervals.

Atmospheric interactions with the ROMS ocean (momentum and heat fluxes) are parameterized using a formulation developed by Fairall et al. (1996). Atmospheric variables needed to force the model are shortwave radiation, downward longwave radiation, air temperature, relative humidity, precipitation, and wind speed. These data were downloaded from the National Centers for Environmental Predictions (NCEP) North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) database. The data was interpolated from the NARR grid, which is approximately 0.3° longitude resolution, to our ROMS grid using a triangle-based linear interpolation scheme based on Delaunay triangulation of the data. The temporal resolution of the atmospheric forcing data is every three hours.

Physical boundary and initial conditions for the model were obtained from the Estimating the Coastal Circulation of the Ocean (ECCO2) model (Menemenlis et al. 2008). Data obtained from ECCO2 were water temperature,
salinity, and current velocities. These data were interpolated from the ECCO2 grid onto our ROMS grid using the same methods employed for the atmospheric forcing data. In certain locations, primarily in the deep ocean, differences in the grid resolution of the two models (ECCO2 and ROMS) resulted in no data available to interpolate to the ROMS grid. In these instances, interpolated data on the ROMS grid at the nearest grid point was duplicated. Each occurrence of this lack of data occurred in thousands of meters of water, well away from our region of biological interest (surface waters). The temporal resolution of the physical boundary conditions is a monthly climatology.

Biological boundary conditions for the NPZD model were obtained from data collected from the Newport hydrographic line (Huyer et al. 2007) from 1997 through 2004 and downloaded from the GLOBEC data products website. Nitrate and chlorophyll a values were averaged into a monthly climatology and interpolated onto the northern boundary. For boundary locations beyond the offshore extent of the Newport hydrographic line (~85 km), the most offshore values of line (station NH85) were used. For boundary grid points deeper than what was sampled on the NH line, the deepest sampled data was used. Zooplankton boundary values were set to 10% of phytoplankton values and detritus boundary values were set to zero. As there is no comparable sampling line near the southern boundary of our model domain, the same values that were derived for the northern boundary were used for the southern boundary. As the majority of the flow through the domain is from north to south, the values at the southern edge if the domain are far less critical for the results within the model domain. Western boundary values for nitrate, phytoplankton, zooplankton and detritus were all set to zero as flow is generally parallel to the model boundary and our interest is more in the coastal realm. Biological initial conditions were constant throughout the domain (17 µmol N, 1 µmol P, 1 µmol Z, 1 µmol D).

The ROMS model was run for the years 1991-2008. For each year modeled, ROMS was spun up from initial conditions for six months (July 1 – December 31 of the prior year) before data collection began. The spin up time was determined to be long enough so that biological and physical initial conditions were no longer influencing model results (Powell et al. 2006).

POP_CYCLE. The oceanographic model was run to provide forcing to a 3-dimensional individual based model (IBM) called POP_CYCLE. POP_CYCLE was originally developed as a 1D model to simulate copepods by Batchelder & Miller (1989) and has subsequently been updated to interface with ROMS and track individuals in both 2 and 3-dimensions (Batchelder et al. 2002, Batchelder 2006). We have parameterized the bioenergetics of the model to represent the krill species *Euphausia pacifica*, based primarily on the work of Ross (1979, 1981, 1982a, 1982b), Ohman (1984), and Feinberg et al. (2006, 2007). For a full accounting of the details of the IBM (interface with ROMS, bioenergetics of *Euphausia pacifica*, and particle tracking), please see chapter 2 of this thesis.

To look at long time-scale changes in krill population biology, we ran two “suites” of model runs over the years 1991-2008. Each suite consisted of 144 model runs, eight per year over 18 years, and each model run lasted for 180 days. Model start dates were the first day of February, April, May, June, August,
September, October, and December for each of the years modeled (Figure 4.2). For the “adult suite” of runs, all individuals were placed in the domain as adults at 3000 µg Carbon weight (approximately 17.5 mm length), and for the “larval suite” of runs, all individuals began as eggs at 2.58 µg Carbon weight. For each model run ~10,500 individuals were evenly seeded within 60 km of the coastline throughout the model domain (Figure 4.1).

**Analysis.** Correlations between NCEP-NARR forcing data and observations were conducted using Pearson’s correlation technique. The residuals were examined for autocorrelation and accounted for using a single iteration of the Cochrane-Orcutt method if necessary. All r and p-values reported have been modified to account for autocorrelation if necessary. Wind speed, air temperature, and sea surface temperature were obtained from the National Data Buoy Center and averaged into 3-hour bins for comparison with NCEP-NARR data (winds, air temperature), and daily bins for comparison with ROMS sea surface temperature. Chlorophyll a concentration was downloaded from the MODIS Aqua satellite and ROMS data was averaged into 8-day bins for comparison. No corrections were made for differences in wind speed observational height (5 meters) and NCEP-NARR wind speed height (10 meters) or for differences in air temperature observation height (4 meters) and NCEP-NARR air temperature height (2 meters).

**Results**

Atmospheric forcing, physical and biological results of the ROMS and NPZD model were compared to data available from satellites and buoys during the year 2005. The relative accuracy with which ROMS models the environment during this year is indicative of the other years modeled.

**ROMS.** Correlations of NCEP-NARR forcing winds and observed wind data from eight National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) coastal buoys were significant at each station examined (Table 4.1) with the slope of a linear least-squares line not differing significantly from one for the primary range of observed data points. Underestimation of alongshore equatorward wind strength was observed at almost every station, particularly during wind events in excess of 5 m sec$^{-1}$ (Figure 4.3).

Correlation of NCEP-NARR forcing air temperature and observed air temperature was also significant at each station examined (Table 4.2). At most stations there was an approximate 2° C increase in air temperature in the NCEP-NARR forcing data during the summer (Figure 4.4). When data from year-day 180-270 data was excluded from the analysis, correlation improved at all stations but one (NDBC Buoy 46042) and the slope of the least-squares regression line shifted closer to one (Table 4.2).

Correlation of ROMS modeled and observed sea surface temperature was significant at most of the stations examined (Table 4.3). The ROMS model was consistently biased towards warmer sea surface temperatures, with a summer bias of approximately 4° C in certain locations (Figure 4.5). Correlation improved at all stations and the slope of the least-squares regression line shifted closer to
one when data from year day 180-270 was excluded from the analysis (Table 4.3).

Surface chlorophyll a concentration was compared to data from the MODIS-A satellite (Table 4.4). Correlation was significant at 6 of the eight locations but the ROMS model consistently underestimated chlorophyll a at low levels (Figure 4.5).

**POPCYCLE.** All mean values reported are from the end of the 180-day model run unless otherwise noted.

**Seasonal Results. Larval Suite.** Average larval population weight was greatest for those runs that began on October 1 (157.0 ± 27.1 µg C) (mean ± 95% confidence interval of mean) and least for those runs that began on June 1 (143.8 ± 9.1 µg C). None of the monthly means were significantly different from each other (Figure 4.6). Average larval population weight of the 100 individuals that grew the most over the model run (the ‘top 100’) was greatest for those runs that began on April 1 (685.9 ± 136.2 µg C) and least for those runs that began on December 1 (307.9 ± 71.8 µg C). The mean larval population weight of the top 100 was significantly greater for model runs beginning the first of April and May than those beginning the first of August, October, and December (Figure 4.7).

Larval mortality did not significantly differ among any of the monthly means. The greatest larval mortality occurred for model runs beginning on the October 1 (6489.1 ± 551.9 individuals) and the least amount of larval mortality occurred for model runs beginning on July 1 (5679.1 ± 584.0 individuals) (Figure 4.8).

Advection of larvae out of the northern boundary was greatest for runs beginning on December 1 (2302.6 ± 453.0 individuals) and least for runs beginning on May 1 (420.5 ± 186.3 individuals). Wintertime runs beginning on the first of October and December had significantly greater advection of larval individuals out the northern boundary than summertime runs that began on the first of April, May or June (Figure 4.9). Advection of larvae out of the southern boundary was greatest for runs that began on May 1 (1139.9 ± 271.9 individuals) and least for runs beginning on August 1 (713.5 ± 194.3 individuals). None of the monthly means were significantly different from each other (Figure 4.10). Advection of larval individuals out of the western boundary of our model domain showed a similar pattern (magnitude and timing) as advection out of the southern boundary (results not shown).

**Seasonal Results. Adult Suite.** Average adult population weight was greatest for those runs that began on July 1 (2660.4 ± 40.1 µg C) (mean ± 95% confidence interval of mean) and least for those runs that began on October 1 (2508.6 ± 92.2 µg C). The only significant difference in all the monthly means was between the model runs that began on July 1 and those that began on October 1 (Figure 4.6). Average adult population weight of the top 100 individuals was greatest for those runs that began on May 1 (3692.1 ± 255.1 µg C) and least for those runs that began on October 1 (3343.0 ± 177.5 µg C). There were no significant differences between any of the monthly means (Figure 4.7). Egg production by adults was greatest for runs that began on June 1 (685220 ± 122080 eggs) and least for runs that began on October 1(434810 ±
95600 eggs). These were the only months in which significantly different numbers of eggs were produced (Figure 4.11). Egg production of the top 100 growing adults was greatest during model runs that began on May 1 ($64846 \pm 13686$ eggs) and least for those that began on October 1 ($28120 \pm 5146.9$ eggs). Significantly more eggs were produced by the top 100 adults for model runs that began on May, June, or July 1 than model runs that began on October, December or February 1 (Figure 4.11).

The greatest adult mortality occurred for model runs beginning on July 1 ($2674.1 \pm 643.6$ individuals) and the least amount of mortality occurred for model runs beginning on December 1 ($270.1 \pm 172.1$ individuals). Model runs that began in the spring and summer months April through August, all had significantly greater mortality than those that began during the winter months, October, December, and February (Figure 4.8).

Advection of adults out of the northern boundary was greatest for runs beginning on December 1 ($4098.1 \pm 610.1$ individuals) and least for runs beginning on May 1 ($372.3 \pm 129.5$ individuals). Model runs beginning on the first of February, August, October, and December all had significantly greater advection of adult individuals out the northern boundary than summertime runs that began on the first of April, May, June, and July (Figure 4.9). Advection of adults out of the southern boundary was greatest for runs that began on April 1 ($3354.2 \pm 535.3$ individuals) and least for runs beginning on December 1 ($2152.6 \pm 414.4$ individuals). Model runs beginning on December 1 had significantly fewer individuals advected out of the southern boundary than model runs that began on April or May 1 (Figure 4.10). Advection of adults out of the western boundary of our model domain showed a similar pattern (magnitude and timing) as advection out of the southern boundary (results not shown).

**Decadal Results. Larval Suite.** To compare POPCYCLE data with the phase of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) and North Pacific Gyre Oscillation (NPGO) (Figure 4.12), we subtracted the 18-year monthly means (see Figure 4.13 for an example) from each monthly value to create variable anomalies. Average larval population growth anomaly (Figure 4.13) was significantly negatively correlated with the phase of the PDO ($r = -0.20$, $p<0.05$) (Figure 4.14) and positively correlated with the NPGO ($r = 0.33$, $p<0.001$) (Figure 4.14). Average growth anomaly of the top 100 larvae (Figure 4.16) was not significantly correlated with the PDO ($r = -0.15$, $p=0.078$) (Figure 4.17) and was positively correlated with the NPGO ($r = 0.25$, $p<0.01$) (Figure 4.17). Larval population mortality anomaly (Figure 4.19) was significantly positively correlated with the phase of the PDO ($r = 0.41$, $p< 0.001$) (Figure 4.20) and negatively correlated with the NPGO ($r = -0.42$, $p<0.001$) (Figure 4.20). No significant trends were observed regarding advection of larval individuals out of any of the boundaries and the PDO. Advection of larval individuals out of the southern boundary (Figure 4.22) was significantly correlated with the phase of the NPGO ($r = 0.28$, $p<0.001$) (Figure 4.23).

**Decadal Results. Adult Suite.** Average adult population growth anomaly (Figure 4.13) was significantly negatively correlated with the phase of the PDO ($r = -0.37$, $p<0.001$) (Figure 4.15) and positively correlated with the NPGO ($r = 0.48$, $p<0.001$) (Figure 4.16).
p<0.001) (Figure 4.15). Average growth anomaly of the top 100 adults (Figure 4.16) was also significantly negatively correlated with the PDO (r = -0.40, p<0.001) (Figure 4.18) and positively correlated with the NPGO (r = 0.39, p<0.001) (Figure 4.18). Adult population mortality anomaly (Figure 4.19) was significantly positively correlated with the phase of the PDO (r = 0.45, p<0.001) (Figure 4.21) and negatively correlated with the NPGO (r = -0.55, p<0.001) (Figure 4.21). No significant trends were observed regarding advection of individuals out of any of the boundaries and the PDO. Advection of adult individuals out of the southern boundary was significantly correlated with the phase of the NPGO (r = 0.37, p<0.001) (Figure 4.23). Total number of eggs produced by adult krill was significantly negatively correlated with the phase of the PDO (r = -0.42, p<0.001) (Figure 4.24) and positively correlated with the NPGO (r = 0.38, p<0.001) (Figure 4.24).

Discussion

ROMS. The analysis of how well the NCEP-NARR forcing data (wind speed and air temperature) correlates with observations gives us insight into how small discrepancies in forcing data can have ramifications up the modeled food chain and the importance of bottom-up forcing in the California Current (Largier et al. 2006). The correlation of the NCEP-NARR alongshore wind to observations from the NDBC buoys was very accurate at moderate wind speeds, but the NCEP-NARR data does not capture the magnitude of upwelling favorable wind events that occur along the northern California coast. Considering that these events are the primary cause of the upwelling of nutrients into the photic zone and that the wind stress, which acts on the ocean to move the water, is proportional to the squared wind speed, the underestimation of upwelling favorable winds is concerning. The intensity of upwelling favorable winds is influenced by the coastal mountain ranges, particularly in the northern California region (Halliwell & Allen 1987). These coastal ranges may not be as accurately resolved in the topography underlying the NCEP-NARR model as the grid resolution is approximately 32 km, perhaps leading to the underestimation of the wind strength.

The discrepancy in air temperature seen in the NCEP-NARR model data, much warmer air temperatures during summer, may be due to the NCEP-NARR model not accounting for a cooler sea surface in the coastal region during summer due to intense coastal upwelling. Underlying sea surface temperatures in the NCEP-NARR model are derived from the “Reynolds” dataset, which is resolved at 1° latitude (Reynolds et al. 2002). This dataset likely does not resolve the spring/summertime upwelling of cold water in the coastal upwelling zone, which would cool the overlying air temperature in the NCEP-NARR model. Further evidence that this problem may be related to unresolved upwelling in the underlying NCEP-NARR sea surface temperature data, is evident in the spatial variability of the timing of increased NCEP-NARR air temperature. Upwelling favorable winds occur earlier in the year in the more southerly regions of the California Current and the discrepancy in air temperature data is evident at stations 46013 & 46014 as early at year-day 150, and not evident until year day
200 at stations north of Cape Mendocino (46022, 46027, 46015) (data not shown).

The impact of these discrepancies in forcing data can be seen in the comparison between ROMS sea surface temperature and phytoplankton with observations. The ROMS model least accurately represents sea surface temperature during summer, when the intensity of upwelling favorable winds is weaker than observed, resulting in weaker upwelling of cool water to the surface layers of the model. In addition to weaker winds, a warmer atmospheric layer over the ocean is also contributing to warmer sea surface temperatures. The resulting greater thermal stratification in the upper ocean requires greater energy to break down and bring colder nutrient rich waters to the surface. Thus, it is not surprising to note that during the late summer, blooms of chlorophyll $a$ that are observed in the satellite data are either not present or are of a lesser magnitude in the ROMS model, as the weaker winds are not strong enough to break down thermal stratification and bring nutrients to the surface. Consideration of these discrepancies should be taken into account in our analysis of the POPCYCLE model and especially during upwelling favorable times of year.

POPCYCLE. Seasonal Patterns. Seasonal results from the POPCYCLE model agree with the consensus view of lower trophic level productivity in the California Current. The greatest growth and reproduction of the modeled krill population occurred in response to seasonal upwelling favorable conditions and the resultant phytoplankton blooms during the spring and summer months. While phytoplankton concentration is the primary driver of growth in our model, the influence of temperature on growth and mortality is evident in the model results. While we would expect that the most productive time of year for Euphausia pacifica would be the spring and summer upwelling season, this was not the case in our results when analyzing the entire population. Average larval growth of the entire population was fairly constant over the seasonal cycle (Figure 4.6), despite increases in phytoplankton during the upwelling season (Figure 4.5). Adult mortality peaked during the phytoplankton rich spring and summer months when we might expect mortality to be at a minimum. Average adult growth during each month was significantly less than the starting weight of 3000 µg C. These somewhat confounding results are due to increased summer ocean temperatures and the spatial distribution of the entire population. Increases in temperature during summertime leads to increased respiratory costs for the organisms, resulting in loss of weight and ultimately greater starvation mortality. As noted in the discussion above, modeled summer sea surface temperatures were warmer than observed sea surface temperature, which may have exacerbated the weight loss and mortality results. However, the majority of individuals that are placed into the coastal domain are ultimately transported to warm, offshore waters at some point during the model run. These offshore waters are also typically less productive than coastal waters, maintaining low background levels of primary production from diffusion of nutrients up through the thermocline, as well as offshore transport of phytoplankton. Lower levels of food resources (1 to 2 µg l$^{-1}$ chlorophyll $a$) may allow larval populations to survive (thus peak larval mortality during winter), but not grow any faster than a typical
wintertime population. For an adult population, the lower offshore food resources appear to have a greater impact on mortality as their base metabolic needs are greater than larval populations and the background levels of chlorophyll \( a \) are not sufficient for survival. Laboratory experiments exposing \textit{Euphausia pacifica} to warm temperatures under full rations of food have found that negative growth (respiration cost exceeding food intake) occurred at temperatures greater than 16.5° C (Marinovic & Mangel 1999), lending support to our conclusions. These results emphasize the importance of cool waters in keeping metabolic rates low enough and also importance of spatial dynamics in the model domain.

These results also highlight the importance of focusing and performing analyses on those individuals that are most important to the system. If our questions are centered on krill as a prey resource of higher trophic levels distributed throughout the model domain, interest in the mean condition of the entire population is certainly justified. However when examining the interannual variability of krill population biology, only those organisms that spawn eggs in inshore regions are likely to have those eggs grow to adult krill. Any eggs that are spawned in offshore regions are not likely to be advected back onshore where productivity is highest and will likely not survive. Thus, our interest may be only in those individuals that survive and grow at an above average rate. In the case of krill, and many large brood broadcast spawners, an “average individual” is likely a dead individual. Based on our model results, the average egg that any individual produces is almost certainly going to be either 1) removed from the model domain through advection or 2) is not going to survive to reproductive age. An examination of the seasonal trend in weight of the 100 larval individuals that grew the most over the model run reveals the greatest growth during the traditional spring and summer upwelling months when phytoplankton resources are greatest. The average weight of the top 100 adult individuals also exhibit the greatest growth during spring and summer upwelling and show positive growth during all parts of the year.

Transport of individuals was generally to the south (and offshore) during the spring and summer upwelling periods and to the north during wintertime downwelling conditions. These results conform to the general view of the California Current (Hickey 1998) and validate that our ROMS model is reproducing the large-scale dynamics of the system.

\textit{Decadal Patterns.} The success of the model to simulate the annual cycle in upwelling and lower trophic level dynamics allows us to look at longer time series to examine how interannual variability in forcing and upwelling dynamics might impact the population biology of this important prey species over long time scales.

Our results show significant correlations between the mortality of \textit{Euphausia pacifica} (Figure 4.20 and 4.21) and the egg production (Figure 4.24) of \textit{E. pacifica} in the California Current and the phase of the PDO and the NPGO. Both of these aspects of the population biology of \textit{E. pacifica} are primarily driven by variability in primary production in the coastal region and can impact the local and future abundance of the species. Regime shifts in the PDO have been shown to impact higher trophic levels through intermediary prey species.
(Anderson & Piatt 1999) and considering the important role that *E. pacifica* plays in the food web of the California Current (Field et al. 2006), it is likely that this variability may also impact higher trophic level production both positively and negatively. But variations in preferred prey species can also lead to changes in prey selection, increasing predation pressure on other prey species in the regional food web. The Cassin’s auklet, a common planktivorous seabird in the central California region, switches prey from *E. pacifica* to another krill species, *Thysanoessa spinifera*, every year in the spring time (Adams et al. 2004, Abraham & Sydeman 2006). Decreased abundance of *E. pacifica* might cause a switch to *T. spinifera* earlier in the season or the exploitation of another intermediate prey species. Additionally, reduced abundances can result in increased energy expenditure during foraging, and in the case of seabirds that are spatially tied to breeding and rearing sites, further migration in search of prey. All of these consequences may diminish higher trophic level productivity.

The PDO and NPGO also correlated with the amount of growth that occurred over the run-time of the model (Figure 4.15). Increased or decreased growth is essentially a change in the condition of the krill and the energy that it can impart to predators. Changes in the energetic condition of a prey can impact predators in similar ways to changes in prey abundance, but also through the timing of future peaks in abundance (Edwards & Richardson 2004), as smaller adult euphausiids will achieve reproductive maturity later in life. Smaller adults will also produce fewer and smaller reproductive broods (Gómez-Guitérrez et al. 2006, Feinberg et al. 2007), which can result in a carryover effect on population abundance from year to year. As we re-seeded the model with a constant number of individuals for each model run, we could not explore this effect.

Large time-scale climate variability (ENSO, PDO, NPGO) have been cited as drivers of changing zooplankton community composition in the California Current (Marinovic et al. 2002, Peterson & Keister 2003, Hooff & Peterson 2006) through the input of different ocean waters and their associated zooplankton community. These changes in species composition of a region often change the energetic nature of the zooplankton as a food source for higher trophic levels (more lipid rich, less lipid rich). Our results are unique in that they focus on changes within a specific species of zooplankton and it’s response to the climate drivers as opposed to changes in the community. The species *Euphausia pacifica* extends coastally throughout the North Pacific Ocean, from California up to Alaska and south again to Japan in the western Pacific. A shift in the origin of ocean waters to the northern California region may bring about a shift in some species of the euphausiid community, but *E. pacifica* will almost surely still be an important component of the regional food web. These results lend insight to the within-species changes we might observe in *E. pacifica* in relation to these large-scale climatic events.

In considering the results of this study it is important to remember that the boundary conditions used for ROMS are a climatological monthly mean. Thus, during years in which the phase of the PDO or NPGO is strongly negative or positive, the boundary conditions remain constant and do not reflect the properties of different water masses that move into the our model region.
Similarly, during ENSO events warmer water masses do not move into the southern model domain, as the boundary conditions do not reflect the ENSO event. The only ways in which these long time-scale events are imposed upon the model are through variable atmospheric forcing (wind speed, air temperature, relative humidity, and precipitation). This is the primary reason that we believe that all correlations between the population biology of *Euphausia pacifica* and the NPGO were greater than those correlated with the PDO. The influence of the PDO upon the domain would primarily come from changing boundary conditions and the flow of different water masses into the region, while the NPGO appears to be more directly tied to variability in upwelling favorable winds, especially for the region south of 40° N latitude (Di Lorenzo et al. 2008).

Atmospheric forcing drives the coastal domain of the California Current ecosystem and variability in the climate forcing, from short to long time scales, has been shown to be important in structuring the productivity of the ecosystem. In this modeling study, both short and long-term climate variability has been shown to impact the biological condition, mortality and reproductive potential of a critical prey item of the northern California region. The NPGO in particular was strongly correlated with indices of growth, condition and abundance for the northern California region. Any attempt at management of resources in this region should consider the impacts of these long time scale forcing indices on important lower trophic level prey items such as the krill species *Euphausia pacifica*.
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### Table A.2: Observed and NCEP/NARR Air Temperature at Eight Coastal National Data Buoy Center buoy Locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buoy Location</th>
<th>Observed Mean</th>
<th>Model Mean</th>
<th>Diff.</th>
<th>t-Stat.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monterey, CA</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Moon Bay, CA</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodega Bay, CA</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>5.33</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. Arena, CA</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eel River, CA</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crescent City, CA</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>5.49</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Orchard, OR</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>5.32</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table A.1: Observed and NCEP/NARR Alongshore Winds at Eight Coastal National Data Buoy Center buoy Locations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buoy Location</th>
<th>Observed Mean</th>
<th>Model Mean</th>
<th>Diff.</th>
<th>t-Stat.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monterey, CA</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>9.61</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Moon Bay, CA</td>
<td>9.72</td>
<td>9.76</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodega Bay, CA</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>9.74</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. Arena, CA</td>
<td>9.70</td>
<td>9.71</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eel River, CA</td>
<td>9.73</td>
<td>9.72</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crescent City, CA</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>9.74</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Orchard, OR</td>
<td>9.71</td>
<td>9.72</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 4.3: Observed and ROMS model surface temperature data at eight coastal National Data Buoy Center buoys**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Buoy</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>Modeled Mean</th>
<th>Obs. Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Martin, CA</td>
<td>46028</td>
<td>1.38 (1.37)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.02)</td>
<td>1.36 (1.35)</td>
<td>1.32 (1.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey, CA</td>
<td>46042</td>
<td>1.35 (1.34)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.02)</td>
<td>1.33 (1.32)</td>
<td>1.29 (1.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Moon Bay, CA</td>
<td>46012</td>
<td>1.33 (1.32)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.02)</td>
<td>1.30 (1.29)</td>
<td>1.27 (1.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodega Bay, CA</td>
<td>46013</td>
<td>1.33 (1.32)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.02)</td>
<td>1.30 (1.29)</td>
<td>1.27 (1.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. Arena, CA</td>
<td>46014</td>
<td>1.33 (1.32)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.02)</td>
<td>1.30 (1.29)</td>
<td>1.27 (1.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eel River, CA</td>
<td>46022</td>
<td>1.33 (1.32)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.02)</td>
<td>1.30 (1.29)</td>
<td>1.27 (1.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crescent City, CA</td>
<td>46027</td>
<td>1.33 (1.32)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.02)</td>
<td>1.30 (1.29)</td>
<td>1.27 (1.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Ord, OR</td>
<td>46015</td>
<td>1.33 (1.32)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.02)</td>
<td>1.30 (1.29)</td>
<td>1.27 (1.26)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.4: Observed and ROMS model surface chlorophyll data at eight coastal National Data Buoy Center buoys**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Buoy</th>
<th>Chlorophyll (mg/m³)</th>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>Modeled Mean</th>
<th>Obs. Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Martin, CA</td>
<td>46028</td>
<td>0.48 (0.47)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.46 (0.45)</td>
<td>0.42 (0.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey, CA</td>
<td>46042</td>
<td>0.47 (0.46)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.44)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Moon Bay, CA</td>
<td>46012</td>
<td>0.47 (0.46)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.44)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bodega Bay, CA</td>
<td>46013</td>
<td>0.47 (0.46)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.44)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. Arena, CA</td>
<td>46014</td>
<td>0.47 (0.46)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.44)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eel River, CA</td>
<td>46022</td>
<td>0.47 (0.46)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.44)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crescent City, CA</td>
<td>46027</td>
<td>0.47 (0.46)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.44)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Ord, OR</td>
<td>46015</td>
<td>0.47 (0.46)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.44)</td>
<td>0.41 (0.40)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.1. A map showing the extent of the ROMS model domain and the initial seeding location of the ~10,500 individuals that were put into each model run.
Figure 4.2. A schematic representation of a “suite” of model runs. Each model run was seeded with ~10,500 individuals of an identical weight (adults or eggs) and ran for 180 days. Note the break in time on the x-axis.
Figure 4.3. Time series (upper) and correlation (lower) of NCEP-NARR forcing and observed alongshore wind speed at location of NDBC Buoy 46013 (10 km offshore of Bodega Head, California).
Figure 4.4. Time series (upper) and correlation (lower) of NCEP-NARR forcing and observed air temperature at location of NDBC Buoy 46013 (10 km offshore of Bodega Head, California).
Figure 4.5. Time series of ROMS sea surface temperature (upper) and ROMS chlorophyll a concentration (lower) compared to observations at location of NDBC Buoy 46013 (10 km offshore of Bodega Head, California.)
Figure 4.6. Larval (upper) and adult (lower) average individual weight at the end of the 180-day model runs. Monthly means were created by combining 18 years worth of monthly data and plotted on the start month of the 180-day model run. Error bars show the 95% confidence intervals of the mean.
Figure 4.7. Larval (upper) and adult (lower) average weight of the 100 individuals that grew the most over the course of the 180-day model runs. Monthly means were created by combining 18 years worth of monthly data and plotted on the start month of the 180-day model run. Error bars show the 95% confidence intervals of the mean.
Figure 4.8. Larval (upper) and adult (lower) starvation mortality at the end of the 180-day model runs. Monthly means were created by combining 18 years worth of monthly data and plotted on the start month of the 180-day model run. Error bars show the 95% confidence intervals of the mean.
Figure 4.9. Advection of (upper) larval and (lower) adult individuals out of the northern boundary of the model domain. Monthly means were created by combining 18 years worth of monthly data and plotted on the start month of the 180-day model run. Error bars show the 95% confidence intervals of the mean.
Figure 4.10. Advection of (upper) larval and (lower) adult individuals out of the southern boundary of the model domain. Monthly means were created by combining 18 years worth of monthly data and plotted on the start month of the 180-day model run. Error bars show the 95% confidence intervals of the mean.
Figure 4.11. Number of eggs produced by the entire population (upper) and from the top 100 individuals that grew the most over the course of the model run (lower) from the adult ‘suite’ of runs. Monthly means were created by combining 18 years worth of monthly data and plotted on the start month of the 180-day model run. Error bars show the 95% confidence intervals of the mean.
Figure 4.12. Phase of the (upper) PDO and (lower) NPGO from 1991 to 2008. The phase that is considered “more productive” is colored blue in each index.
Figure 4.13. Monthly anomalies of mean population weight of (upper) larvae and (lower) adults.
Figure 4.14. Correlation between larval weight anomaly at the end of 180-day model runs and (upper) the PDO and (lower) the NPGO.
Figure 4.15. Correlation between adult weight anomaly at the end of 180-day model runs and (upper) the PDO and (lower) the NPGO.
Figure 4.16. Monthly anomalies of mean weight of the top 100 (upper) larvae and (lower) adults that grew the most over the course of the 180-day model run.
Figure 4.17. Correlation between larval weight anomaly of the 100 individuals that grew the most over the course of the 180-day model runs and (upper) the PDO and (lower) the NPGO.
Figure 4.18. Correlation between adult weight anomaly of the 100 individuals that grew the most over the course of the 180-day model runs and (upper) the PDO and (lower) the NPGO.
Figure 4.19. Monthly anomalies of the number of (upper) larval and (lower) adult individuals that starved over the course of the 180-day model run.
Figure 4.20. Correlation between larval starvation mortality over the course of the 180-day model runs and (upper) the PDO and (lower) the NPGO.
Figure 4.21. Correlation between adult starvation mortality over the course of the 180-day model runs and (upper) the PDO and (lower) the NPGO.
Figure 4.22. Monthly anomalies of the number of (upper) larval and (lower) adult individuals advected out of the southern model boundary over the course of the 180-day model run.
Figure 4.23. Correlation between number of (upper) larval and (lower) adult individuals advected out of the southern boundary of the model domain and the NPGO.
Figure 4.24. Correlation between the number of eggs produced over the course of the 180-day model runs and (upper) the PDO and (lower) the NPGO.
Conclusions

There is still much work still to be done to move the modeling of *Euphausia pacifica* forward to a state where the results will more realistically resemble the population biology of krill. Limitations to our work include the number of individuals that we are effectively able to model into the coastal domain, the spatial scale at which we can resolve the coastal ocean, and a lack of knowledge of particular aspects of the physiology and behaviors of *E. pacifica*. We could tackle some of these issues with greater computing power and storage, but this refrain has likely been said for as long as computers have been commonplace in the sciences. With greater computing power, we could simulate a greater number of individuals, but we could likely never practically represent an entire population of *Euphausia pacifica* over a domain as large as the California Current. Greater computing power would also allow us to run our coastal ocean model at smaller (say 0.5 km) spatial resolution. However, if our forcing data (atmospheric) is still not resolved to smaller than 0.3 degree (~ 30 km.) the results may not fully realize the variability in ocean conditions, and thus population biology of *E. pacifica*, that is possible at the smaller resolution. These sorts of issues emphasize the importance of working together with a wide diverse group of scientists (atmospheric, oceanographic, & ecologists) to achieve the goals of these sorts of oceanographic ecosystem modeling.

Other challenges lie within our ability to parameterize an individual based model with enough relevant information that captures the important characteristics and variability of the organism. *Euphausia pacifica* is one of the most studied species of krill in the North Pacific Ocean, yet there is still large gaps in our knowledge of feeding, mortality, and behavior. Feeding experiments have only been done for adults and not over a range of life stages and temperatures. There is little to no information on the impacts of zero food resources on the various life stages of *E. pacifica*. Our knowledge of behavior in particular is limited to diel vertical migration (DVM), which is included in the model, but without all of the variability (and the unknown causes of variability) that is observed in nature. Other behaviors that result in swarming (observed in nature) and potentially impact the patchy nature of krill distributions are unknown.

In spite of the known deficiencies in our modeling effort, we have succeeded in creating an IBM that is able to represent the growth, life-stage progression, and reproduction of *Euphausia pacifica* in response to environmental cues of food and temperature. This IBM has been coupled to a physical ocean model (ROMS) and ecosystem model (NPZD model) and 18 years worth of data have been generated (1991-2008) over which time there was a full range in variability of conditions (both physical and biological) to explore the response of *E. pacifica*. We have taken the steps of forcing an ecosystem over two decades and teasing out the response of a critical component of that ecosystem on both a short-time scale and longer-time scale to physical forcing. Primary findings of research conducted with this model include:

- Anomalous northward advection and poor feeding conditions during the winter/spring of 2005 resulted in fewer individuals and smaller individuals
retained in the Northern California region during critical feeding times for higher trophic levels.

- In the summertime, warm surface temperatures, primarily in offshore regions, which have lower level of chlorophyll $a$, resulted in greater adult mortality through starvation and a reduction in average population weight.

- Correlation between measures of *Euphausia pacifica* condition, mortality, and abundance and the PDO and NPGO indicate that long time scale atmospheric forcing can play an important role in krill productivity in the California Current.

The ultimate goal of running these types of models would be to predict krill abundances into the future to better inform fishery management decisions. To do so, we need to introduce some sort of carryover or “biological memory” to the model so that the success of one generation has an impact on future generations. Running the model as we have for this thesis research is useful, in that we are able to assess any one run against another, but does not produce results that characterize the actual spatial and temporal distributions of krill. We know that anomalously high or low population growth, reproduction, or recruitment can impact year-to-year variability and introducing this “biological memory” into our future model runs is a high priority.

We also hope to force our model with more accurate atmospheric conditions and with forcing that represents anthropogenic climate change. I feel that modification of the NCEP-NARR data, or using a blended forcing product that is better resolved in the coastal domain, is crucial for any future modeling work in the California Current. Limitations to forcing our model with results from climate models is currently a matter of spatial scale. The horizontal resolution of climate products will continue to decrease over the next years so that the important climate variability is represented in the coast upwelling regions, and I hope to force the ROMS/NPZD/IBM suite of models with these results in the future.